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SGA
impeaches
secretary

JMaddy v. Glamour

BY KATIF KFUOCC
IENKM IVWTE*

Tuesday's SGA meeting resulted in the pSJBBgi ol thrcH- finance
bills ind (he impeachment of one

senator.
Junior class secretary Katie
Austen was impeached and
removed from her position in the
Senate, due to excessive absences
from Senate meetings.
Senior Geary Cox,
SGA
Director of Communications,
proposed Austen's impeachment
because of her poor attendance
record at Senate meetings. The
decision was made during a
dosed sssstoii
Cox said afterward
that
Austen's impeachment was necessary to maintain the effectiveness
of the SGA.
"The SGA is constantly looking for ways to improve, and one
way in which we can accomplish
that goal is to ensure the SGA is
working as efficiently as possible,"
he said.
Austen, who was not present
at the time of her impeachment,
later said, "I am very sorry and
embarrassed that it had to come
down to this, but frankly I was
very involved with other activities
at the time."
Austen also said that she had
class from 5 to 6:15 p.m. when
the SGA meetings take place. "I
am glad they are punishing me
tor taking classes at college," she
said.
Among the finance bills
passed, the SGA granted $880 to
Intervarsity to cover the fee for
four members to attend a leadership development retreat. Circle
K International also was granted
■ (ncfliben to ettend its district convention.
In addition, the Sociology Club
was granted $135 dollars from the
contingency to help-pay for registration to attend the Southern
Sociological Society Conference
being held in New Orleans.
Irishman
senator
Macon
llollistrr sponsored all three bills
because she said she felt that
attending the conferences would
pmvide the members of the various organizations with a valuable
learning experience
"It is beneficial to have people
of an organization attend conference', in order to learn from other
leaders within their organization
from chapters around the U.S.," she
said. A bill of opinion proposed by
the Committee of Diversity Affairs
also was submitted, which supports the administration's goal to
bring about a more diverse community of students on JMU's campus and include more international
students.
Senator (uniorTeddy McNabb,
of the Diversity Committee, said,
"After hearing frequently students voicing their opinions concerning the extreme lack of diversit\ on campus, the Diversity
Committee decided to get actively involved "
The committee's
research
found that out of this year's 4,000
freshmen, 400 survey respondents
were White, 203 were Asian/
Pacific Islander, 168 were AfncanAmencan, 106 were Hispanic and
10 were Amencan Indian.
The bill has been tabled
until 1,611 student responses are
obtained.
Five new lontingency bills were
proposed, including bills that would
support the JMU Roller Hockey
Club, the Madison Investment
Fund. OrangeBand, Delta Gamma
and Pi Sigma Kpsilon.
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Juniors Shy Pahlevani. left, and Patrick Caaaldy of JMaddy.com claim female student's report In Glamour li Incorrect.

Web site plans to take legal action against women's magazine over recent article
■v RACHANA DIXIT
NEWS toiroR
JMaddij.com, an entertainment Web site for JMU students created by |unior Shy
Pahlevani, is filing a lawsuit
against Clamour magazine for
allegedly printing incorrect
information in a March 2006
article.
Pahlevani said the article,
111 U\1 "Click here for your worst
drunken nightman.'," cites two
pieces of incorrect information;
one being that the Web site
contains snapshots of drunken
students who are completelv
naked, which lie said is false.
Pahlevani said the second
occurrence (if false information
appears in a student account
from the Forest Hills block

party in Apnl 2005.
The article alleges that
during the party, senior AnnaClaire Whitehead had her skirt
flipped up by a friend, exposing her underwear, and uSat a
cameraman from JMaddyxom
caught it on tape.
Clamour goes on to note
that Whitehead's "ftvesJtng
shot was never posted."
Pahlevani said no cameraman from JMnddy.com filmed
Whitehead during the skirt
incident "Because this was last
year, the Web site was not that
big then," Pahlevani said, adding that the only cameraman
was Web site co-owner junior
Coffin O'Bnen, who was taping events further down the
block. Pahlevani said it was a
random person who caught

Whitehead on tape, as O'Brien
was outside of the Sigma Pi
house in Forest Hills, a different location than Whitehead.
However, Whitehead Mid
she and her friends appear
in a video on JMaddi/.com.
btled 'The FH Block I'artv
On the video, there is no shot
of Whitehead being exposed,
because she said she made
the cameraman rewind the
video and rerecord over that
part. Whitehead added that
her fnend said the cameraman was from JMaddyxom.
"My friend flipped my
skirt up and the guy caught
it on tape," Whitehead said
"I went over to him and told
him to not put that on the site,
and told him he could record
us saying 'Hi' to the camera.

but that was all "
She added USat the camera
man told her and her friends
to say "Hey JMaddy" to the
camera, which appears on the
video. Whitehead said she
later recognized the cameraman as O'Brien after seeing a
photo of him on another Web
site. ythtiH.vk.Lom. Shortly after
the publication ot the Clamour
article, Whitehead said she
received a message through
Facebook from O'Brien, asking whether or not she could
testify that he was the cameraman that filmed her.
The message from O'Brien
said, "Back then at the block
party, we didn't have a
cameraman. I personally was
the cameraman for JMaddy.
Can you testify that I was the

cameraman? I here were tons
of people with cameras. Do
you recognize mv face?"
The message ended with
O'Bnen saving thev were in
the process ot solving the
matter.
Pahlevani said the monetar\ amount the lawsuit
would request has not vet
been determined.
The Web site, which was
created in 2004, is student-run
and contains a number of different features, such .is videos, movie reviews, photos, a
tntSMgt hoard, bus schedules
and local weather forecasts.
Pahlevani said ideas tor the
site came from JML students.
Ui set up the means and
the students did everv thing
else," Pahlevani said

America: Talk about sex
Therapist
speaks of
sexual culture
BY DREW LETT

NIKS tnrroR

RAISA ISON'iftyyphnoxraphrr
Monday, Native American etoryteller and family therapist
Terry Tafoya urged people to speak openly about *ex.

Terry Tafoya |oked that his
moment of credibility — in terms
of the popular press — came
when he was quoted in Playboy
saying, 'The reason so many
women fake orgasm is that so
many men fake foreplay."
Tafoya, a traditional Native
American storyteller and
family therapist, focused his
Monday night presentation m
the Festival Ballroom on the
different attitudes on SOdftU]
acceptable behavior and sexual
orientation across time, culture
and geography.
Tafoya said a major problem in America is that people
are not used to talking about

human sexuality openly. With
the large projected image of
two rhinoceroses engaged in
sexual activity behind him,
Tafoya said, 'The U.S. is one of
the most sex-negative cultures
in the world
For one, in our culture today,
he said, it goes against societal
norms for certain groups to be
sexual, including older adults,
children and the developmentally disabled. "Children are
very sexual, and learn early
from adults this is something
you should not be doing," he
said. From this, sexual dysfunction, the inability to fully enjoy
sexual intercourse, can arise.
He said different cultures
have different ideas concerning
certain sexual orientation and
gender mles. "It is hard to put
people in gay/straight categories; Human beings are sexual
all over the place."
For example, in some cultures, as long as a male is in the
assertive role, he is not consid-

ered homosexual.
latov.i takes tare to properlv choose his words. "I never
H) sexual preference, because
that e.iws the impression that
vou can choose," he said. "You
can change behavior, but |that|
is not the same thing as changing orientation."
Studies have been conducted to change the behavior ot
young boys were deemed to
have more effeminate qualities. Dunng these studies, a
young boy, who carried a purse
was trained not to. Afterwards
IfUtfSld of the purse, he carried
an attache case, but simply pretended it VVSS >i purse
Bvsn the notion ot two genders — male and female —
changes depending on culture.
some
Native-American
tribes have an additional set
of genders — people lalova
called two-spirits I hese people
may be biologicalK male or
see SEX, page 3

Presentation examines gay-marriage rights in Virginia
iv

MARY C/ARsrv
.NUM. IVWTM

I Ins Valentine's Day, JMU students
were given the opportunity to attend the
"Virginia is lor Straight Lovers" event, a
presentation on gay, lesbian, transgender. transsexual and bisexual rights in
the Commonwealth of Virginia.
Site Ames and Harmony, the GLBT
student organization, invited Virginia
attomev-at-law I inda Rovster to present
her thoughts and host a discussion on
issues com erning the C.I.BT community.
Rovster UlSSSntlrl a documentarv
about a lesbian couple who moved

from Virginia to Maryland in response
to newly implemented Virginia legislation. In 2004, Virginia created statute
20-45.3 (more commonly known as H.B.
751) to prohibit same-sex unions.
The statute also forbids same-sex
couples from entering into any kind
of partnership contracts that are established to give them legal benefits of
marriage. The legislation maintains that
the state of Virginia will not recognize
any legal contract or marriage that is
conducted in another state.
Rovster, who lives in Bridge water
with her partner of more than 20 years,
presented her feelings on the current

and prospeebve laws. She said in her
opinion, one of the biggest problems
with the law is that it interferes with
individual autonomy.
she said, "Under H.B. 751, we don't
have the right to a health care power of
attorney that would allow my partner
to make decisions about my health,
should something happen to me."
Royster's main goal is to engage in
a massive effort to educate the people of
Virginia on uSe proposed amendment,
before the act is presented to the public
to be voted on. The vote will likely take
place next fall.
Currently, there is a proposed resolu-

tion to amend the Virginia ' onstitution
to define marriage as a union between
one man and one woman, taking the
current H.B. 751 statute one step farther
away from legalizing same-sex unions.
The amendment forbids law 1 from
being created to give same-sex couples equal legal status to heterosexual
marriage. It effectively would deny
same sex couples most or all of*the
1,100 legal benefits available to heterosexual couples.
Virginia is the onh state to explicitly
forbid same-sex civil unions and the
adoption of a child bv I single, gav par
ent. In addition, equal pmtection is not

offered for gay and lesbian members
of the workforce; it is possible tor an
emplo\er to fire an emplo\oe based on
sexual onentation.
Toward the end ot Rovster s presentation, she turned to the BUCUsncS
to discuss H.B. 751 and the proposed
amendment
Sophomore Knsten Brady said, "It
is the job of government to protect
minontv nghts." The debate over the
legitimacy ot religious arguments was
also presented. Bradv added. I he government should not tell churches what

see (HMT ptgt '•
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A JMU student was charged with being
drunk in public and an alcohol violation in
the commons Feb. 11 at 2:37 a.m.

A JMU student reported damage to
a windshield caused by being hit by a
clear glass bottle while it was parked in
R1 Lot between Feb 6 at 8:30 am and
Feb. 10 at 2:40 p.m.

A JMU student was charged with participating in dangerous practices in the softball field area Feb 12 at 3:15 p.m.

\" Jt rector

Lauren Pack

latfOut editor

Larceny

KeUy Fitbrr

A JMU student reported the theft ol a
JAC Card left unattended in a study
lounge at Chandler Hall Feb 8 between
8 and 9 p.m

C tab am Neal
Onhttr editor

Andrry Konak
Alan Neckowit/
Roger Soenkaen

Events Calendar
Drunk In public, alcohol
violation

A JMU employee reported damage lo
a vehicle while it was parked in B Lot
between Feb 5 at 1:30 p.m. and Feb.
8 at 4 p.m.
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Property damage
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Dangerous practices

Number of parking tickets since Aug
29 16,447
Number ol drunk in publics since Aug
29:65

Latino Student
Alliance
Check out Latino Student Alliance's
charity semi-formal. iCelebracidn
Latins! this Friday. Feb. 17 at 7
p m Bnng all ot your friends to me
Highlands Room in the Festival
Center tor a great dinner and a ton
ot tun. all while helping our local
Latino community Tickets are $10.
$18 tor a couple, and all proceeds
go lo chanty Help me Blue Ridge
Legal Services grow their bilingual
services to help Spanish speakers
get legal aid This event is co-sponsored by LUL. CMSS. and Late
Night Contact Sophia Chaale M
chaatesm with any questions
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EGL Certified Oval Diamond 0.72Cts.
Clarity -SI 1 Color ~D
Scott Kay Platinum 0.33 Cts. Setting
Total Diamond Weight 1.05 Cts.

This Week $3,000
"All of our diamonds are graded by an on staff GIA Diamond Graduate
Visit us at 75 S. Court Square Harrisonburg or www.mchonejewelry.com
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for each addttonal 10 words, boxed
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■ Deadlines: noon Friday tor Monday
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Prompt, Courteous Service
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24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available

Searching
For The
Perfect Place
To Live?

***Breakfast Special***
Egg £r Cheese

www.OffCampusHousing.com

on a Bagel or Biscuit

We Offer The Largest Selection of Housing
Hunters Ridge Townhomes
Hunters Ridge Condos
Devon Lane Townhomes
Fox Hill Townhomes
Mountain View Heights
Madison Manor
Madison Square
COLDWELL
BANKER
COMMERCIAL

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS"

Madison Terrace
Madison Gardens
Duke Gardens
Gingerbread House
Country Club Court
College Station
Large Selection of Homes
Large Selection of Townhomes

434-5150
715 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA

ONLY$0.99 U!

Served ALL day Saturday and Sunday
Add Bacon, Ham, or Sausage for $1 more

NOW Offering FREE DELIVERY!
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Monday • Friday 7am 8pm
Saturday 9am 8pm • Sunday 11am 4pm
438-0080
120 University Blvd. (Up from Regal Cinemas)

The Breeze is Having an
Call 568-6127 for more information!

If you are interested in any
Editorial positions join us for
free food & refreshments from
5:30-7:00 on Thursday, Feb. 16th.
To apply and see job description,
visit http:lljoblink.jmu.edu today!
Submit the student application, resume, cover letter and 3 references.

CAMPUS

Rachana Dixil. Editor

Drew Lepp, Editor
brrezene\Ms@hotmailxom
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Sophomore's
proposal
to president
foiled by
police
■Y CASE NELSON
MICHIGAN DAILY

Dressed in a tuxedo. University of Michigan sophomore Joel Skaistis stood on the sidewalk in front of University President Mary Sue
Coleman's house early yesterday morning. His
mission: Matrimony His target: Coleman
Four months ago, Skaistis's buddies had
challenged him to create a Facebook.com group
that would attract a lot of members. He decided to promise that he would do something embarrassing if enough people joined the group.
When his fnend suggested that he pledge to
propose marriage to someone on Valentine's
Day, Skaistis agreed and chose Coleman.
"We chose her because she's a local celebrity, she lives nght on campus and she's already married," Skaistis said.
The group, titled "I'll propose to Mary Sue
Coleman on Valentine's Day If 250 People Join
This Croup," had 285 members as of yesterday.
With the requirement met Skaistis had a
choice: Either fulfil his promise or disappoint
the group's members.
"As Valentine's Day got closer, I was kind
of nervous about going through with it, but
this morning, I was completely gun?;-l«<
Skaistis said. "I had months to prepare, and I
knew exactly what I was going to say."
And so Skaistis found himself in front of
Coleman's home at 7 a.m. Feb. 14, the sky still
shrouded in darkness. Two friends came with
him to witness the proposal, one carrying a
video camera to record it.
Skaistis was carrying a poem he intended to read to Coleman.

...We chose her because she's
a local celebrity, she lives right
on campus and she's already
married.
- Joel Skaistis
On why he decided io propose lo his college president
The poem, called "Deep as the Rose
is Red," is by a 46-year-old amateur poet
named Mel Sharrar.
"So take my heart and treat it well and forever in this life, come walk with me your hand
in mine, the one 1 call my wife," the poem read.
He would never get a chance to read it.
At about 7:45 a.m., Coleman's garage door
opened and a sport utility vehicle emerged.
stt PROPOSE, pagt 5
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Above: The first-ever Ms. Freshman. Nlkl Price from Spotswood Hall.
contestants blows bubbles.

In shock when she found out she won the pageant. Below: One of the

First-ever Ms. Freshman crowned
•Y LAUREN SEARSON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The first-ever Ms. Freshman Pageant was held
Monday night and saw 14 "heartbreakers" compete
for a bouquet of flowers, pearl earrings valued at
$125 and the prestige of being crowned the premiere
winner of the premiere event.
The 14 contestants were |udged based on a
sportswear and eveningwear competition. The girls
also performed a range of talents from a "Napoleon
Dynamite" impersonation to slam poetry.
Despite losing her voice prior to the pageant, Niki Price from Spotswood won the event.
"It was definitely a surprise. I guess when bad
things happen, it doesn't actually turn out so
bad," Price said.
Chiquita King, freshman class council vice
president, is credited for coming up with the
idea for the Ms. Freshman Pageant. "I've wanted to do this ever since I ran for vice-president.
It was part of my platform," she said. Having
helped with a similar type of pageant in high
school, King thought it would be something
different instead of just having a Mr. Freshman
Pageant.

"I wanted to make this a mix between the serious tone of a Miss America pageant and the humor
of the Mr. Freshman Pageant." King said.
The Freshman Class Council was responsible
for putting on the entire event. Freshman Class
President Fred Rose said, "We started the process
before |winter| break, so it's taken about three
months for the event to come together."
King said she started by asking residence-

hall directors to nominate girls from their
dorms, but that only resulted in four nominees. But after creating a group on facebook.
com, so many girls applied that some had to
be turned away.
The pageant also featured performances from
Exit 245, the Breakdancing Club and Swing Dance
Club. Judges included SCOM professor Thaddeus Herron, graduate student Dan Murphy, senior
Victor Lim, vice president of student affairs, and
Mr. and Ms. Madison, seniors Scott Bourdeau and
Gina Maurone.
Overall, pageant organizers and contestants
thought the pageant was a success.
King said, "I looked at the reaction of the audience and everyone was smiling and happy. We
had some quirks backstage, but 1 think overall it
was a success. All the contestants were excited and
that made me feel like they wanted to be there."
Freshman Brittany Brooks, one of the 14 contestants, added, "I did it for fun, to meet new
people, and I wanted people to know my voice
is out there. I had a great time."
The money raised from the event will go
toward the upcoming Mr. Freshman Pageant,
scheduled for sometime in April.

Former Madison roommates win cruise
■v JACKIE COLE
CONTMUTIHG WKITtR
On Feb. 5,10 friends who met at
Madison College 40 years ago departed on a Caribbean cruise when
they were selected as winners of
"Good Morning America's" "Girls
Week Out" contest.
The contest called for the submission of an "amazing story of
friendship" in the form of a 500word essay. Three of the women,
Linda Armistead, Carmen War field
and Bonnie Berner, wrote an essay
about the strong bond between the
10 college roommates and their experiences together
Out of more than 6,000 essays,
'The Madison Roomies," along with
29 others who submitted stones of
friendship, were selected to go on a
"once-in-a-lifetime" cruise courtesy
of "Good Morning America".
The women and other stones of
friendship like theirs were featured
all week on the morning TV show.
Upon arrival, the former roommates

blasted the song "Celebrate" and
stepped out of their Hummer limo
onto a port in Miami all wearing
matching pink shirts, denim hats
and backpacks all emblazoned with
the logo "The Roommates MC 66."
Along with their matching outfits, the women brought a large
banner in the shape of a cruise ship
that read: "GMA Winners! Madison
Roommates" along with blown up
pictures from their 1968 yearbook.
The story of the "Madison College Roomies" began 40 years ago
when the ladies started their first
semester at Madison College. Karen
Davenport, one of the roommates,
said the ladies were considered the
"wild girls who broke rules and
skipped classes."
The 10 women became roommates after Winter Break when
Linda Armistead said, "We were
called in to the dean's office and
informed that our house mother
was on the verge of a 'nervous
breakdown,' and of all things, it
was our fault." They were then

"exiled down the hill" to new
dorms, she said.
In the years after leaving Madison, seven of the women never
lost contact, keeping in touch yearround by phone, in person and in
thoughts. The roommates have done
everything from kayaking to skiing,
white-water rafting and hiking, and
have triumphed over deaths in the
family, divorces and illnesses.
On their weeklong cruise,
the women stopped at ports in
Roatan, Honduras; Georgetown,
Grand Cayman, Cayman Islands;
Ocho Rios, Jamaica; and Great
Stirrup Cay, Bahamas.
"Meeting and sharing stories
with the other girls on the ship
was really neat," Armistead said.
The ladies arrived home from
their trip this past Sunday and
have already began to upload
their pictures for friends and family of their adventure aboard the
Jewel. "My favorite part of the
trip was all of us being together
for a week," Armistead added.

tmrtesy ofKartn Davenport
Th« former roommates pose before they zip-line In Honduras.

r»rl;i\;iii(»n station
Freshmen
Jacqul
Peworchlk
and Tanya
Qunderson and
sophomores
Tennllle Handy
and Jenna
Cancllllerl
take advantage of the
oxygen bar
set up In
The Festival
Ballroom during assessments
Tuesday.
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SEX: Erasure of controversial info
a problem in the science of sex
SEX, from page 1
female but live as the other. For example, a biological make may wear
traditionally female clothing and
hairstyles and live as the wife of
man. At puberty, the youths go on a
"vision quest" at which they are occasionally told by spirits to live as a
two-spirit person.
This practice was so preventent, that in two-thirds of these
cultures there were more than two
genders. In an area of the Pacific
Northwest, as many as 8 genders
were identified.
According to ancient Greek mythology, it was believed humans
were originally created in three
double-headed forms — male/
male, male/female, and female/
female. Then Zeus, angered at the
humans, punished them by splitting them in half. From then on,
each individual then sought to find
his or her other half — nis or her

"soul mate," which is where the
modern-day term is derived.
Also, Tafoya said erasure, the
complete removal of certain information, has been prominent in the
study of the science of sex.
A study of chimpanzees found
that they engaged in the same
types of sexualbehavior as humans
including homosexual activity and
forms of prostitution, such as trading sexual favors for sugar cane.
One exception being the use
of whips and chains. Tafoya
explained,"That's because whips
and chains are hard to come by in
the jungle."
However, due to threats from
authority figures, for a long time
scientists kept this type of information hidden. What was feared was
if this was talked about it would
encourage others to mimic that
same behavior. But this is generally
accepted to not be the case.
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Lawyer in hunting accident suffers mild heart attack
■V JULIE HllSCHFElD DAVIS
U SUN

WASHINGTON — Harry M.
Whiltinglon, the 78-year-old rmnter
accidentally shot by Vice President
Dick Cheney, was back in intensive
out Tuesday after suffering a mild
heart attack, as questions continued
to swirl around the White House's
handling of the incident.
Doctors treating Whittington
Mid -I shotgun pellet that lodged in
his chest had triggered what they
drsmbcd as a "silent heart attack."
He was reported in stable condition
at the Corpus Christi, Texas, hospital
where he has been treated since the
shooting on Saturday.
Cheney, who has yet to comment
publicly on the shooting, was quoted
in a statement from his office as saying
that he had spoken with Whittington
after learning of his condition and that
"his thoughts and prayers are with" the
Austin, Texas, attorney.
Doctors who briefed reporters at
an afternoon news conference outside Christus Spohn Hospital Corpus
I'hristi-Memurial said that Whittington
did not experience chest pains or other
classic symptoms of a heart «m.ii k
They said the pellet, which they decided to leave in place, had caused inflammation of the heart muscle that caused

,i temporary blockage of blood flow.
David Blanchard, chief of emergency medicine at the hospital, said doctors were "very, very optimistic" that
Whittington would be able to make a
full recovery.
Still, the heart attack revealed that
Cheney's misfire, first regarded as
more embarrassing than life-threatening, had potentially put his victim's
health in greater danger, after doctors
and White House officials initiallv had
described Whittington as on the mend
from minor injuries.
It also derailed a concerted White
House effort to move past the hunting episode, which has tarnished
Cheney's image and highlighted his
penchant for secrecy, while thrusting
Bush's top aides, including press secretary Scott McClellan, into a tug-ofwar with the media.
Cheney's office — under blistering attack for failing to make a public announcement about the shooting — reversed course and issued a
detailed statement about his concern
for Whittington.
It recounted a phone call Cheney
made to Whittington after learning of
his condition, in which the vice president wished him well "and asked if
there was anything he needed," the
statement said. Cheney "said that he
stood ready to assist." it added.

South
Main St.
540-434-4014

Doctors said Whittington was
expected to remain at the hospital for a
week tor treatment and observation.
Doctors in Washington, whom
Blanchard described as While HOUM
physicians, have been consulting with
cardiologists at Christus Spohn on
Whittington's can?. Blanchard said He
said they had agreed that it would be
in the elderly patient's best interests
to treat him with "medical therapy,'
rather than surgery.
The vice president learned of the
change in Whittington's condition
Tuesday morning, and watched part of
the televised hospital news conterence,
the statement from his office said. After
that briefing, the release added, Cheney
placed a call to Whittington.
Even as the White House struggled for a second straight day to
defend its handling of the shooting, McClellan continued to withhold
certain details. He was informed of
Whittington's heart troubles before
his televised bnefing and before the
Corpus Christi news conference in
which they were «iis, lootd, but he did
not mention the developments during the 27-minute exchange, which
u.is dominated by questions about
the hunting accident.
"You're welcome to continue to
focus on these issues." McClellan told
reporters. "I'm moving on."

Countv, where the Armstrong Ranch
is located, issued a news release about
Saturdav's incident saying "there was
no alcohol, or misconduct involved,"
and that "this department is fully
s.itistied that this was no more than a
hunting accident
Carlos Valdez, the district attorney who prosecutes criminal cases
in Kenedv Countv, said he had yet to
speak with the sheriff's officials but
is v.itished with what he knows of
their investigation.
In Corpus Chnsti, doctors said they
had performed a cardiac catheterization on Whittington, a procedure used
to discover whether arteries around
the heart are blocked and there has
been damage to heart function.
fohns Hopkins University cardiologist Rick Lang said the patient likely
had a good prognosis | his kind of
problem usually resolves on its own
within one or two weeks, he Mid.
Doctors were unsure of pntCJMh
where the birdshot near Whittington's
heart had lodged, Blanchard said.
Mandeep
Mehra,
chief
ot
cardiology at the University of
Maryland School of Medicine, said
the pellet might have ended up in the
pericardium, the heart's protective
covering. If so, it could have inflamed
this covering; this inflammation can
also spread to the heart's chambers.

McClellan later said he did not
reveal the change in Whittington's
condition because "it's not approEriate for me to" do so. "I'm not
is doctor; that's for his doctor to
talk about." He also said there were
"privacy issues" preventing him from
commenting on tne matter.
As the focus turned to Whittington's
health, new details continued to emerge
about what took place on the 50,000acre southeast Texas ranch where the
accident occurred.
Katherine Armstrong, a lobbyist
whose family owns the ranch, indicated in interviews that she and other
members of her family, not Cheney, had
decided it was necessary to inform the
public about the incident.
After making that decision over
breakfast Sunday morning, she and
her mother, Anne Armstrong, a former top Republican official, "ran it
by" Cheney, Kathenne Armstrong told
The Dallas Morning Nexvs. She added
that Cheney "said something along the
lines of, 'You all do whatever you are
comfortable with.'"
Katherine Armstrong has lobbied
the Bush administration on agriculture
issues and lobbied the White House last
year on South Korean policy on behalf
of South Korean clients, according to
federal records
The sheriff's office in Kenedv
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Downtown:
540-434-6980
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<Peach
Waffle Cones .55 Extra
58 E. Wolfe St Er 2125 S. Main St, Harrisonburg

|( API AM ) TEST PREP AND
i\«rL«ny ADMISSIONS

YOU'RE INVITED TO A

SPECIAL

Various 1, 2, 3, & 4 bedroom
properties are still available
for 2006-07 school year.

PRACTICE TEST
EVENT

see our ad in the upcoming Apartment & Living Guide

or call us today, 540-438-8800!
rinerrentals.com

GMAT I GRE I LSAT I MCAT I DAT I OAT I PCAT
Take a FREE practice test at this event and you'll receive a detailed
score analysis and exclusive strategies to help you prepare for Test Day!
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 25TH
JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
MCAT, DAT, LSAT 9:00 AM
GMAT 10:00 AM

ENROLL
TODAY

Limited seats are available. Call

1-800-KAP-TEST

or visit kaptest.com/practice.
•Test names are registered trademarks o» Weir respective owners.

8MMQ

You think you know whats cool?
You've scoped out the best places to shop, eat, party, & hang out, now share it with the rest of us!
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PROPOSE: Skaistis still has hope New study contests freshman 15
PROPOSE, from page 3
Skaistis and his friends grew excited,
hoping it was Coleman. It was her
husband Kenneth.
He shot the group a puzzled look and
continued on his way. By 8 a.m., Coleman had still not left for work. Skaistis's
friends were cold and frustrated. They
decided to leave. Skaistis, though, remained determined.
He stared through the windows and
commented on every sign of movement
within the house. At about 8 a.m., Skaistis's attempt was foiled by a call to the
Department of Public Safety.
According to DPS officer David Dupuis, a caller told DPS there were strangers loitering and videotaping outside
Coleman's home. It was not clear who
called fthe police.
Dupuis assured Skaistis that he was
not breaking the law, then asked why he
WM standing there.
Skaistis, after pausing uneasily, said he
had a "special Valentine's Day present for
Mary Sue."
"I don't think you're her type," Dupuis replied.
Tuesday night, Skaistis wrote an announcement to members of his group, in-

forming them of his failure.
"Coleman was too terrified to leave her
house, so I didn't really get a chance to ask
her to marry me," he wrote.
Still, he has not given up hope.
"On the bright side, she never said 'no,'"
he wrote. "So there's still a chance!"
Most university presidents have discouraged students from entering or assembling near the historic president's house, but
some have allowed it on select occasions.
University President Mary Sue Coleman
invites all students, staff and faculty into
her home for an open house on the Friday
before classes start in the fall every year.
Former University President Lee Bollinger famously invited a mob of celebrating students into his house after a football
victory over Penn State in 1997.
Hundreds of students crammed themselves into his home.
"You can stay here as long as you want
and come inside," Bollinger said.
For many students, it was the defining
moment of his presidency.
"I puked with the president," thensophomore Andrew Scnreiber told The
Michigan Daily that evening. "I puked on
the house. I feel so much better with the
president now that I puked."

■Y ANGELA CAJ
DAILY HUNOTOMAN

The "freshman 15"? If s more like
the "freshman 7" according to one
new study
After weighing 67 student volunteers in early September and
late April researchers at Rutgers'
Department of Nutritional Science
observed that the average weight
gain was around seven pounds not
the oft-cited 15. The students — all
freshmen — ate their meals regularly in the Rutgers dining halls.
According to the study, the

seven-pound gain resulted from an
intake of around 112 excess calones
per day. Peggy Policastro, a Rutgers
nutritionist and coauthor of the
paper, said in a press release that
this surplus may be due to "buffet-style dining Kalis," in addition
to decreased exercise and increased
alcohol intake.
Survey coauthor and Rutgers
professor Daniel Hoffman said thenis a limited number of companies
that supply large U.S. universities,
so the results of the study should
hold true for most colleges in the
United States, he said.

Hoffman dismissed the possibility of students monitonng their
weight as a result of knowing that
they will be studied.
"The way the survey was set
up was that we didn't say that we
wanted to measure their weight
specifically Then? is always the possibility of bias, but I don't believe
that there will be a systematic bias."
But the evidence is dear the urban legend that has become a college
catchphrase is misleading, Hoffman
said. "Wedon't know if it's a personal
anecdote or if a group of people just
said that they gained 15 pounds."

GLBT: Religious arguments debated
GLBT, from page 1
to do, and churches should not
tell government what to do."
When the discussion turned
to whether or not sexual orientation is a matter of choice,
Rachael Flood, the educational
coordinator for Harmony, spoke

up. She said, "I don't think that
people wake up one morning
and choose to be discriminated
against. I didn't wake up one
morning and choose to be in the
minority."
Royster closed the discussion saying, "I am entitled to

respect under the law because I
am human. Each person in this
room, regardless of whom they
love, is entitled to respect as a
human being."
For more information about
the debate over Virginia's policies,
visit fqtiahtyinrgmui.org.

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC
C. Larry Whitten, MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson I MD
Michael J. Botticelli. MD Maribeth P. Loynes, MD
Sherry L. Mongold, FNP Catherine E. Rittenhouse. FNP

BOSS
Now Accepting Appointments

ROOTLING
V -■-1' 1,1%

Local (540) 434-3831
Toll Free (800) 545-3348

I'Klay H..ii)-.'.:00

YOU'RE

IS SPIRITVAUTY PRACTICAL/
INVESTIGATE .... ON THE WEB
This book has changed millions of lives around
the world. Whether looking for better health
8t well-being or seeking life's deeper meaning,
this inspired book can enrich your life!!
Available at bookstores, libraries, Christian Science
Heading Rooms or call locally to order a copy. 289-5134.

FEATHERS?

_pw Prices -

Best Food - Low, Low, Low Prices - Best Fo_

China Express
§1031 Port Republic Rd

(540) 568-9899
Sun-Thu until 1am
& Fri-Sat until 2am

!£ Next to Food Lion
tfl

The Best Me Combo
SC1 Chicken Broccoli
SC2 Pork, Chicken. Beef or Shrimp Chow Mem
SC3 Sweet and Sour Chicken
SC4 Sweet and Sour Pork
SC5 Moo Goo Gai Pan
• SC6 Chicken with Garlic Sauce
• SC7 Hunan Chicken
SC8 Pork with Mixed Vegetables
SC9 Mixed Chinese Vegetables
• SC10 Hunan Vegetables
SC11 Chicken with Cashew Nuts
• SC12 Kung Pao Chicken
• SC13 Szechuan Chicken
SC14 Almond Chicken
• SC15 Hunan Beel
SC16 Pepper Steak
SC17 Beef with Broccoli
•SC1S Szechuan Beef
SC19 Jumbo Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
SC20 Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables
• SC21 Hunan Shrimp
SC22 Triple Delight
• SC23 General Tso's Chicken
SC24 Sesame Chicken
SC25 Pour Seasons
SC28 Pork, Chicken, Beet, or Shrimp LoMein
SC27 Chicken with Vegetables
• SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken

FREE DELIVERY
Limited Area
$10.00 minimum
Flex Accepted

oniy^Q All come with
Vegetable Lo Mein

The Breeze is hiring!
News Editor
Call 568-6127
Asst News Editor
Sports Editor
for more information
Opinion Editor
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Art Editor
Copy Editor
To apply and see job description,
Photo Editor
visit http:lljoblink.jmu.edu today!
Online Editor

Submit the student application, resume, cover letter and 3 references.

Spring Roll
8 oz. Plain Fried Rice
and choice of soup:
Wonton.
Egg Drop.
or Hot and Sour

Indicates Spicy (can be altered to taste)

Try Our Chef Specials

$7.45

(served witn Plain Fried or Steamed Rice)

Bourbon Chicken

Lemon Chicken

Amazing Chicken

A&E
Matchmaker, matchmaker-

Caile While. Editor

Jill Yaworski. Assistant Editor

breezearis@hoimaiU'om

.iris & entertainment
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After she waited for a cab for an hour and 15 minutes, our blind dater finally made it to Dave's
Taverna to meet her match. There, she was greeted by a beautiful bouquet of flowers from Artistic Florist and a lot of stares from skeptical Dave's patrons. Read on to find out what happened!

pfunot K AARON STEWART, naff photographer

LEFT: Bovlo and L Heureux ware treated to a free dinner from
Dave't Downtown Tavema. They dined until about 10:18 p.m.,
when he drove her home.
ABOVE: Artistic Florlit provided an arrangement of roeet to
put on the table.

tie Daters:
Each participant filled out a survey with 15 questions perlainiitK to their
study habits, personal style and social habits. The girls of A&E matched
them up and this is how the date went...

Name: Caroline L'Heureux
Yaan Freshman
Ag«: IS
What she wor*: Jeans and a nice sweater
What war* you thinking while you
wora waiting for tha cabr I called the
cab three times. I was like, "Oh my gosh,
he's going to be sitting there thinking I was
standing him up!"
War* you nw-vousl* Yeah, I was telling my
tnends. "You know what, maybe I won't go.
maybe I'll try to get out of it!" But my friends
were like, "fust go — he could be vour dream
guy!" So I went 45 minutes late.
What was your first Impraislon. I've
actually met him before. He's in New and
Improv'd and I had tried out in the beginning of the year. I never saw him again after
that and then I walked in and saw him — it
H M vi weird.
What did you talk about during dinner? We talked about when? we lived and
our majors. From there we branched out
into different subjects and we joked around
a lot. He made a couple of jokes about me
being younger.
Did anything unusual happen during
tha data? We found out we had a lot in common — we found out our favonte meal of
the dav is breakfast and we both come from

Catholic families. He would say something,
and I would be like. "No way! Me too?"
Did you exhange number! or screen
namesr We're Facebook fnends already.
Will you go out again? I hope so — he
was really cool. He invited me to hang out
again.

Name: Brett Bovio
Year: Senior

A jo: 21
What he wore: Nice jeans, leather shoes, a
Banana Republic sweater and a backwards
Red Sox hat
What they ordered; We started o(f with a
(-reek -.ampler and Caesar salads, then had
steak and baklava tor dessert.
What were you thinking when she was
later Basically what other people were thinking while seeing this guy sitting by himself
with a centerpeice of flowers on the table and
a cameraman the next table away. I tend to
have a good sense of humor about things, so I
was )oking with the camera guy thinking that
he should take photos of me leaving by myself with the flowers and looking lonely.

Were you nervous. 1 was nervous before, which is weird, because I never get
nervous. But, then again, this was my firstever blind date.
What was your first Impression; That
she looked familiar. Then it turned out that
I sort of knew her, which |ust goes to show
what a small world JMU is.
What did you talk about during dinner; Basically our backgrounds, like what
we do at JML", and it turned out she was
from New Jersey and I'm from Boston, so
there was the Yankees/ Red Sox rivalry. Then
we joked around a lot. We also talked about
how she tned out for New & Improv'd and
that was how we sort of knew each other.
Did anything unusual happen during tha dater Well, to start off, I felt like
I was walking into a joke that people were
playing on me and I didnt know what was
going on. I talked to the host and he's like,
"OK you're him," which was weird. Then
I sat by myself with the photographer for
40 minutes and the server sort of ignored
me for a while. Then we were about to give
up and just order takeout, but the photographer came running back in and said she
was on her way. Also, I think the funniest
part of while I was sitting by myself, the
table behind us was full of people I knew.
Two of the girls were roommates with a girl
that I used to date. So I looked totally pathetic, but then Caroline came and all was
good. We really got along.
DM you exchange numbers or screen
namesT Actuallv it was kind of funny, because
we found out we are Facebook friends alrvadv.
Will you go out again! I think she might
OHM bv my party on Friday, but I'm not too
sure if anything big will come out of it since
I'm graduating soon and she is a freshman,
but she seems really cool.

SHORT REVIEW
PostSecret reveals itself as coolest book ever
[ill and I discovered
"PostSecret" by Frank
Warren a few weeks
ago while at Barms &
Noble, and we wenimmediately obsessed.
Basically, this guy
asked thousands ot
people to send him
postcards
decorated
with their most personal secrets. Hi- told
them. "You are invited
to anonymouely contribute a secret to a
group art project. Your
secret can be a regret,
fear, betraval. desire,
confession or childhood humiliation. Reveal anything — as long as it is true and vou have never
■hired it w ith anyone before Be bnef. Be legible. Be creative.' I lit' result ot this simple request? A perfect compilation of everything we're afraid to sav out loud but harbor
insiuV ourservea every day.
Pot example, my favorite entrj is. 'I trashed my parents house to look like I had a party while they were out of
town so my mom would think I had friends.'
Ml errs on a mine nimanbe side HIT favonte is. "I steal small
things fnmi my friends to keep memones of how much I love
them' Unit wom Ml s mends — she isn't stealing from you.
So, because we were so inspired by this awesome book,
doing the same thing! Send us your secrets — reveal
anything, as long as it's true and you've never shared it
with anyone before We'll publish .1 few anonvmously each
issue Visit lltebrcezeorg for more information

— Caile

Latimer-Schaeffer shows us 'How to Succeed in Business'
Pulitzer Prize-winning
play reveals its age
■v

MAIA CANTL

ntmvc ivwrra
Before there was 1 he Apprentice," thenwas I. Pierpoint Finch, the scheming corporate-ladder climber of "How to Succeed in
Husincss Without Really Trving."
JMU's pmduction of the musical can't
quite overcome the fact that it's a hit of a time
capsule in regards to women in the workplace, and there are enough dated references
Ms well .is jokes that don't land) for modern
audiences to gape at pmgram notes that the
show won the l'ulit/er I'n/e for Drama in
1%2. Yet it remains a sharp, colorful show
w-ith an engaging Frank I oesser ("Guys and
Dolls") score, and its cast of triple threats is
■north able to make its stock rise
The show's title refers to the Machiavellian manual that Finch (played by sophomore
lake Odmark) uses in his journey from lowly
window-washer to chairman of the board of
the Worldwide Wickets Company, which is
headed by |.B. Biggley (played by sophomore
John Kownacki. who channels Seinfeld's" ]
Peterman). Obstacles are posed by Biggley's
nephew Bud Frump (played with sniveling
style by sophomore Ir.ms llockswender).
and hombshell-bimbo secretary Hedy LaRue
(played b\ s.-nior Angela Steflute). In addition to success, 1-inch finds love with his sec-

retary Rosemary (played by senior Lyndsey
I ole i who is simply "happy to keep his dinner warm."
Ten years ago, an updated Broadway
revival of the musical took its sexism out of
context. It's difficult today for audiences to
understand how Rosemary can sing of not
minding Finch's "perfectly understandable
regret," but how few bras were being burned

in the early '60s. Director Andy Leech decided to stage the show as if it was opening
night more than 40 years ago — without
mics and without irony or condescension to
the characters
The choice mostly works: it's possible to
care about some of the rather cartoonishly
drawn characters. His direction is buoyant,

set SUCCEED, page 7

I-VAN DYSON/jnuof photographer

-How to Succeed" will play In Latlmer Schaeffer Theatre all week.
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inished films collect dust
Ug-ticket mergers keep movies stuck in limbo
*

JOHN HOUN

s ANGELES

TIMES

HOLLYWOOD — Hollyd's spate of big-ticket mergs might be keeping the town's
lawyers and accountants happy,
but the deals are proving painul for a number of filmmakers.
In the wake of two massive
■how-business deals — Sony's
4.9 billion pact with MGM and
Ksney's $7.4 bi llion purchase of
'ixar Animation Studios — the
production and development
pn three movies have been terninated, and two finished films
fiave been shelved with no immediate plans for release.
Among the films stuck in
limbo is "Romance k Cigarettes." an ambibousSll million
musical written and directed by
John Turturro. The movie, starring Kate Winslet, James Gandolfini and Susan Sarandon,
was considered good enough to
play at the Toronto International Film Festival and the Venice
Film Festival, but it's collecting
dust at Sony Pictures, whicn
inherited the movie as part of
April's Sony-MGM transaction.
Turturro's predicament is
increasingly common within
Hollywood's ever-shifting corporate sands. A filmmaker may
start making a movie at a studio
under one regime, only to see
new management clear the decks
of almost every existing project
and then watch as the entire studio is sold U> a new owner.
"One of the great, great
tragedies of a situation like
this is |films get abandoned) all
too often," says Bingham Ray,

who was running United Artists when it made "Romance &
Cigarettes" and 'The Woods,"
another movie caught in the
MGM-Sony merger.
The W'million thriller 'The
Woods" was a completed United Artists movie when owner
MGM was merged into Sony.
United Artists had planned to
release both The Woods" and
"Romance & Cigarettes" last
summer, but the distribution
plans were scrapped when the
deal closed.
In the case of "Romance &
Cigarettes," Sony says that it
gave Turturro additional money
to rework the film but that the
new version still held limited
commercial appeal. The studio
reached a similar conclusion
about "The Woods."
In addition to the United
Artists movies caught in the
Sony-MGM deal, three Disney
computer-animated movie projects became collateral damage as
part of Disney's Pixar purchase.
While the three — Disneymade sequels to Pixar's Toy
Story," "Finding Nemo" and
"Monsters, Inc." — might still
become movies, Disney says the
sequels would be produced by
Pixar. What is less clear is whether any of the early production or
scripts for the films, particularly
after a year of creative labor on
Toy Story 3," will be folded
into a future Pixar production or
pitched on the scrap heap.
Last year, when it looked as
if Disney and animation giant
Pixar were going to part ways,
then-Disney Chairman Michael
Eisner authonzed his studio to

start work on the sequels. Eisner had feuded with Pixar Chief
Executive Steve Jobs over extending Pixar's production and
distribution deal, with Disney
claiming it alone had the rights
to make Pixar sequels.
Operating largely in secret
under the code name Cirde 7,
Disney hired some 150 computer
animators to start work on the sequels, and Toy Story 3" had both
a script by "Meet the Parents" coscreenwnter Jim Herzfeld and
a director in Bradley Raymond,
who made Disney's direct-tovideo "Lion King 1 1 /2." A 2008
release date for Toy Story 3"
was penciled in.
But when Disney announced its Pixar acquisition in
late January, Jobs and new Disney head Robert Iger made it
clear that when the deal closes,
Buzz and Woody will be moving from Burbank's Circle 7 to
Pixar's campus in Emeryville.
Herzfeld hopes his Toy
Story 3" baby won't be
thrown out in the merger's
bathwater. The screenwriter
says that although Circle 7
may have been a mere gambit in Eisner's negotiations
with Jobs, its filmmakers and
animators nevertheless approached the Pixar characters
with reverence.
"A lot of people, including me, started working on the
film because they loved Toy
Story' and Toy Story 2,'" Herzfeld says. The hope is that
[Pixar creative chief| John Usseter, when things have calmed
down, at least says, 'Maybe
they've got something.'"

EVAN DYSONIi,/»<» phoinfraphtr

LEFT: Cast members of "How
to Succeed Without Really
Trying" bring energy to the
play. The play will be preformed
this week In Latlmer Schaeffer
theater.
TOP: Junior Laura Yanei
and sophomore Trans
Hockjwemder grieve for more
coffee In the musical.
I-VAN DYSON >tr*wr ph-uniraphrr

SUCCEED: Talented
ensemble adds charm,
charisma to old play
Show is time capsule in regards to working women

«Be the Change You Wish to See in the World"
Join our team at Community Service-Learning
Now hiring for the 2006-2007 Academic Year:
Service Coordinators
Coordinate the service-learning needs of students, faculty, and community agencies
through classroom visits, community agency contacts, and student placement and
reflection sessions.

SUCCEED, from page 6
cracy, nepotism and workplace sexual harassment it could at times use more sahncal sting In
"A Secretary is Not a Toy," the secretaries (as well
as businessmen) protest that they are not "nets
or erector sets." With its choreography by school
of theatre and dance professor Suzanne MillerCoreo, the number could go farther in comically
etching the slavering men. "Coffee Break," works
better, though, as a twitchy ballet of caffeine withdrawal.
While certain supporting actors could tone
down the mugging, the talented ensemble adds
energy to the proceedings. As Finch, Odmark apEalingly balances awkwardness and craftiness,
t he's too confident throughout "1 Believe in
You;" there should be more of a build. He has a
rich voice, as does Cole, which gives Rosemarv

*

vulnerability and humor in addition to an all-out
hunger to land the prime Finch.
Kathleen A. Conery's costumes and Emily
Becher-McKeever's lighting design are attractive,
although Richard Finkelstein's sets seem better in
concept than in execution. While they nicely mix
mod pastels and skyscraper honeycombs, some
wobbly set pieces and shoddy painting bring
down the overall look of the production.
The show may not succeed quite as dramatically as its charming antihero, but it's a fun, fascinating leap back into the offices of the early '60s.
"How To Succeed In Business Without Really
Trying" plays in Latimer-Schaeffer Theatre Thursday, Feb. 16 to Saturday, Feb. 18 at 8 p.m. There
also is a 2 p.m. showing Sunday, Feb. 19. Tickets
are $6 with a JAC Card and $10 for general admission. Call x87000 for more information.

Madison Connection

*

wishes to thank the callers and student managers
for all of their hard work and dedication to our team!
ASB Coordinators
Facilitate student leadership development and logistics of the JMU Alternative Spring
Break Program. Candidate must have led a JMU Alternative Spring Break or similar
experience.

IT Coordinator
Facilitates technology needs of students, faculty and staff within the Community
Service-Learning Office through maintaining the Community Service-Learning Web Site
(www.jmu.edu/csl); databases; educating CS-L staff to use information technology.

^^

Federal Work Study Assistant
This position will assist with the facilitation and coordination of Federal Work Study
students providing administrative and program assistance to the Director of
Community Service Learning.

Applications are available on the CS-L website at
ivmv.ymu.edu/cs/
and are due 5pm on February 22 in Wilson 201.

Callers.

Student Managers

Carolyn Jradshaw*
Jamie Futeas *
Elizabeth Carpenter *
Kelly Conniff *
Ashley Esposito *
Crlitlna Fabiano
Casslty Falrley
Eileen Fairlle*
Sarah Fulton
Erlea 8ray*
Melissa Harris
Brittany Hawes
Rachel Helser*
Man Higgins *
Kendall Jackson *
tarthoiontew Kaup
Brittany lee
Kerri Loper*
Rachel Marx
Ashlelgh MePonald *
Katrlna Miller*
Jennifer Mulse *
Ashley Navarra *
Alexander Nelson *
Phuongnhu Nguyen *
Jamie Pepper *
Holly Ponton *
Cara Pratt
Maria Puglisi
Lisa Roney *
Katharine Slier*
Erin Soehaskl
Elizabeth Sokolik*
Eileen Stump *
Christina Wolf
Jennifer Woods *

Abby Chambers
Jessica Christln
Melissa Meyers
Matt PeMartis
Prew Newton
Tara Pryor *

Pirector
Kathy Sarver

Graduate Assistant
Robin Woodfolk
♦M.000 Pledge Club Members
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SUPER CROSSWORD
ACROSS
I AlMl
6 Booth Tarfcington
novel
12 Sotl lump
16 Palm Sundii) beast
19 lom of "Amadeus"
21) Herbivorous lizard
21 Verdi heroine
22 Mineral spring
23 Shakespearean sprite
24 CAUTERIZE
27 Favorite
28 Not as much
30 He'll give you a
squeeze
31 Tremble
32 Rock's - the Huople
33 TV's "Highway

TAN FAST
SPRING BREAK!!!
"Save SS We Charge by the minute, not visit"

200 minutes $29

Month $39

Spray on Mystic Tan Booth:
Press Button Mist Gets You 3 Skin Shades Darker, Awesome Golden Tan
www.mystictan.com

630 North Main SI
Bndgewoter Va T?T
B2H } *'<«

visit Si 9

991*'"*1

SIMMONS CUT & TAN
WWW.totatbodypklCe.com

■

150 East Wolfe SI

Near Klines Ice Cream
4326076

/valk-ins Welcome

LESSON #1. HELP THE ENVIRONMENT...
WASH AT A PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH!

wwmmm

37 Civil War-era senator
38 POLYGON
42 Prepare cherries
43 Part of Q.ED
44 Senator Specter
45 METRONOME
49 Wading bird
51 Banishes bacteria
52 Blueprints
54 Neckline style
55 Thompson or
Salonga
56 At daybreak
58 Objective
59 Ms Lollobrigida
60 Big rig

Services may vary by location

s: HZ

LESSON #2. MIRACLE WASH CARDS SA VE MONEY!

1

mi®}

The card is FREE
Fvery 6" wash is tree
Prepaid option (20% student bonus with ID)
See attendant 01 on the web at www miraclewashcard com

LLSSON #3. SPOT FREE RINSE = LESS WORK = MORE PL A Y!
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DOWN

103 Nomad pad

l

I

63 Mariha Stewart's
concern
Legendary Yankee
Playwnghl Clifford
Hold up
Soap additive
'92 presidential
contender
76 Serenity
78 Promise
81 Ipunema's It vale
82 Hall or Hannah
83"Manon" melodies
85 Christopher ol
"Deathtrap"
87 INFANTRY
89 Leaves out
90 Eloquent equine
91 Upon
92 PARADOX
96 HusiHades
99 With 69 Down.
playground fixture
l(X) Lament loudk
101 DtariMNta
102 Aachen article

-

*
'
■

•J

61 rv

69
71
72
73
74

(540) 433-5800
www.miraclecarwashonline.com

*

104 Stern ward
107 MARIGOLD
113 Not as common
H5Catchallabbr
116 Beehive State
117 Yasser 118 Join forces
119 Comic Charlotte
120 Betting setting
121 Engines
122 Salmon serving

64 MINIMUM

1110 Virginia Ave (RT42 North)
3171 SMainSt(RT11 South)
1926 Deyerle Ave (Behind Valley Mall)
1041 W Market St (RT33 West)

I

H

to ■■'

SPRAY ON TANS

iw«,rfom,ii

3

n

1
2
3
4

Bloke
Decoy
Came down to earth
"- Station Zebra"
('68 film)
5 Laid-back
6 Farm feature
7 Corporate dashers
8 Squirrel's snack
9 Stadium shout
10"- Fine Day"

('63 mat)
11 ■ es Salaam
12 Soltis stick
13 Ford or Grey
14 Horatian creation
15 Feasts
16 Oriental
17 Wheel part
18 More rational
25 Drive the
getaway car
26 - luck
29 LAX letters
32 Spouse
I * MaMn Potter

no

...

34 Agatha's colleague
35 Son of Zeus
36 Max ■ Sydow
37 Economize
38 Stagger
39 Be an advocate
40 Japan's first capital
41 Chef Pnidhomme
42 Analyze poetry
46 Dislodge
47 Carson's successor
48 Dread
50 Singer Marie
51 Nursery furniture
52 Ritzy
53 Like a wet noodle
57 TV's "Judging -"
58 Generic grade?
59 Fellow
60 Sovereign's title
61 Manuscript
imperative
62 Prepare cherries
63 Table
64 Girl Scout unit
65 Actor Calhoun
66 Matinee 67 Rueful cry
68 Rocker Ocasek
69 See 99 Across
70 Literary pseudonym
74 Unisex garment
75 Therefore
76 Succinct
77 Word with mark
or money
78 Actress Miles
79 Pizzeria equipment
HO Gets hitched

THE CHASE IS otf/

1

„ • <•
"
■

82
83
84
86
88
89

Colossal fossil
Out of control
Ready to eat
Runner Zatopek
Furious
"My - True Love"
('54 song)
92 Reggae's Peter
93 Cake and candy
94 Actor Zienng
95- Heights. CA
96Morleyof"60
Minutes"
97 "West Side Story"
role
98 "Camelot" prop
99 Swaggering
102 Anthropologist
Fossey
103 Dictator
104 Racer Luyendyk
105 Chalky cheeae
106 Arduous journey
108 Hwy.
109"! Am -"COI him)
110 In favor of
111 Pablum variety
112 Tabloid flier
114 Unpopular picnicker

See today's
answers
online
at

M
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SunChase sfill has leases for 2006-2007
So hurry f 0 SunChase fo finish your race f 0 CM fhe perfect place.

DotfT GET LEFT 5EHIMD/
Check us out today or
call 540-442-4800 for more information!

utr
LQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY
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BASEBALL

CAA
CONFERENCE
PREVIEW
H\ MERRICK KRANZ
COSTNBUTI\i. WRntR

For the firs! lime since 1997,
a Colonial Athletic Association
team failed to earn an at-large
bid to the NCAA Tournament,
sending only Virginia Commonwealth. However, with the
addition of Northeastern and
Georgia State to the conference, the CAA hopes to field
a very competitive conference
this year.
"With the expansion and
the number of series you play,
you have to focus a lot earlier on the conference schedule," George Mason coach Bill
Brown said. "1 think it will
make it tougher for a team to
dominate the conference. It
certainly will make the conference season.more of a grind."
As the 2006 CAA baseball
siMs,m approaches,
several
teams are in the hunt to capture the conference title and
NCAA bid.
In 2005, North CarolinaWilmington Seahawks (21-3
CAA, 40-1) were the regular
season champs and are anticipated to win the field again.
Picked No. 1 in the CAA
coaches' preseason poll, the
Seahawks are poised to make
another run at the regular season title and at the CAA tournament crown.
One of three teams with 40
or more wins last year not to
make the NCAA tournament
(George Washington, Central
Florida), the Seahawks return
with 22 lettermen and 10 new
faces to the squad. However,
the 2005 CAA Coach of the
Year, UNC-Wilmington's Mark
Scalf, will have to deal with the
departures of four key pli) en
The Seahawks lost all-time hit
leader Tim Presto, along with
Ronald Hill (all-time wins
leader), John Raynor and Jeff
Moore. The latter three were
all drafted.
In addition to UNC-W,
VCU will be another team to
watch this season as they come
back to defend their 2005 CAA
title.
Coming off of a CAA tournament championship year
and a No. 2 ranking in the
( \ \ preseason poll, the ^ <■ I
Kdms return seven starters, as
well as 12 lettermen from last
year I 14-10 I3.V22 overall)
team. Also returning are second baseman Scott Sizemore
— a preseason all-American
who batted .364, with 12 home
runs, 56 RBI and 19 stolen
bases last year and last season's CAA Rookie of the Year
and Freshman All-Amehcan,
shortstop Sergio Miranda. Behind their two stars, the Rams
hope to strike gold again for a
championship repeat.
Ranked third in the CAA
preseason pole, the GMU Patnuts (15-9 CAA,'35-19 overall) will face an uphill battle
this season facing the loss of
key players from last year's
second-place regular season
team. With the losses of first
baseman Chris Looze, the alltime leader in home runs and
RBIs, position Matt Cooksey,
all-time leader in runs, walks,
steals and triples, and position
Stacen Ganf, all-time leader in
wins, strikeouts, appearances
and winning percentage, new
stars will have to rise in order
lor Ihe Patriots to perform as
well as they did a season ago.
However, with the return
of their starting catcher Robby
(acobsen, who posted his best
season last vear batting .355,
with 45 RBIs and 20 steals .

Rotating Arms
Staffhealthy
after injuryfilled 2005

16,200619

SOFTBALL

CAA
CONFERENCE
PRKVIKW
»t

BRIAN HANSEN

CONTRIBUTING WRIT IR

Powdery snow and temperatures below freezing don't usu.ilK
signify the start of a softball season.

BY MATTHEW STOSS
SPORTS CDtTOR

tbwiwMi JMlfssoftbaD MdkaoffHs

The word "rotation"
would indicate more than
one as in order to rotate, there
must be more than one thing
to rotate. Look at tires, musical chairs and college baseball
pitching staffs.
Last season, the JMU
baseball team had a rotation — kind of. Originally,
it was supposed to consist
of Brian Leatherwood, Travis Miller, Bobby Lasko
and Greg Nesbitt, but only
one of those guys made it
through the year.
Lasko, a junior righthander, bed for the teamlead in starts with sophomore right-hander Ryan
Reid a year ago with 12.
Leatherwood, who graduated, was next on tne list
with eight starts. After that
it was Nesbitt with five and
Miller with none, thoughmade two appearances.
"Last year, we had six
[pitchers] healthy the whole
yean" Diamond Dukes' coach
Spanky McFariiJxl said. "We
had two to three healthy part
of the year and three to four
that missed the entire year."
Other than the aforementioned four, Madison
has junior left-hander Jacob
Cook to eat up innings. Last
year, the Mechanicsville
native was second on the
team in innings-pitched,
tossing 70.2 to Lasko's 73.
Cook had a 7.13 ERA with
a 3-7 record and fanned 63
while walking 36.

i morn
JMU sophomore right-bandar Ryan Rsld led the Diamond Duke* and CAA rookies In
strikeouts a year afo with 76 In a team-high 81.1 Innings pitched.

2005 Returning Leaders
AVO, - MtehMl Cowglll, ,M7
HKa - Mlahaal Cownlll, 14
«B(a - Miehaal Cowglll, 41

MA-CliyMoKlm,l,0!
Win* - lobby Laako, 4
Ka-*yan*ald,7l

•■■ — Davit Itonatournat, 14

IP - Ryan Utid, H

see STAFF, page 11

MoviiV On Up
RLE PHOTO

Dukes
Junior
righthander
Renee
Bounds
will be
lookad
to atap
up In the
clrcla for
tha graduated Liz
Qaorg*
this tat
■on for
th. JMU
•oftball
team.
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2005
Returning
Leaders
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Irian*. Carrara, ill
MHi
Kail. Oeorga, 4
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Kati. Oeorga, 10

Mi
Katl. daorga, 10

IRA
Irlana Carrara, 1.11
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Brlam Carrara, 11
Ka

^y

■riant Carrara, 104

■
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season this weekend in Arlington,
Texas, at the LT-Arlington Classic
Tournament.
Before that JMU received 40
points, including one first-place
vote, in the preseason coaches' poll
in the Cokmial Athletic Association.
"It is exciting that then? is a lot
of respect for our program, respect
for team and respect for the people
we have coming back," |MU coach
Kabe Flvnn said.
[MU is second only to Hofstra's
49 points, including all seven possible first-place votes (coaches aren't
allowed to vote for themselves).
Towson was picked to finish third,
followed bv Delaware, CAA newcomer Georgia State, Drexel, North
Carolina-Wilmington and George
Mason round out the poll.
The Dukes finished 28-27 last
year, but return a ample of key
players from last season's squad.
Senior Bnana Carrera had 13 wins
last year and posted a 1.81 FRA,
which led the team in both stofls>
tics. Offensively, she also led the
team with a .328 batbng average
and 59 hits. She will co-captain the
team with the Dukes two middle
infielders, senior second baseman
Kelly Berkemeier and junior shortMop Katie George.
Berkemeier had It) RBIs tor
the Dukes last year while posting
a fielding MWTnUjgf of .938. She
combined with George to turn 10
double plavs ■ vear MB
George led the team with four
home runs, was second with 20
RBIs and third with a 2SS kitting
■VCNtt. She will he looked at to
pntvide some power in the middle
of the batting order and along with
Bhana Carrera could compete for
some conference awards.
"K.iti.'i SaOfgB and Bnanna Carrera definitely have the talent to be
a Haver ot the ksn !<>r its," Flynn
said. "We'll look for them to be big
tor us "
The overwhelming lavontc in
the conference is I lofstra, w Inch has
won the conference btle four wars
in a row. The Pnde finished the 2005
season with a 4.V]fv| reu>rd.
"It's drfiniti'lv accurate that
Hofstra is stttac atop the mountain, they have been tor a while
now," Flynn said.
Katie GaOBM said. "They're always good even, vear, the\ ve always been winning, but I think it's
going to be dON this j ,ar
The Pnde return th- 2009 CAA
Player of the lear, second baseman
Lisa Wambold, who hit 13 home
runs and had a .291 batting awrage. Other key returnees are junior
catcher Ashley Lane, who had eight
home runs, 31 RBIs and a leagueleading .379 batting average, along
with junior third baseman Tara Ulrich and sophomore outfielder Pam
Dreslinski.
Another stnwig competitor w ill
be Towson, which finished 38-19 in
2005 and returns sophomore Jessica
IISIUT, who had a 1M* record and a
1.48 ERA last year. She will be compk'mented by senior outfielder Jillian Fraser, junior catcher Jen Hastings i\nd sophomore designated
hitter Nino Navarro
The wild card in the conference
is newcomer Georgia State and are
led by senior Sara Berzofsky, who
hit a home run last Saturday to win
the Panthers' season opener.
"I think Georgia State is an
X-factor, we really don't know
what level they're at and what
they are going to bring to the
table," Flynn Hid
The Dukes' first home game is
a double-header Mann 8 against
Mount St Mary's at 2 p.m.

■riana Carrara, 114.1
^>4ssV

*
•Flr»t-pJ«*voi#«
1 UrKAMmlntfon —r

2 vcu-r
3 Qaoffla Mason

IMira
6 0M Dominion
6.JMU
7 Ooorflti KM*
8 Towson
9 Hof Mm
10,1

First-ever class
graduation
leaves void
SY JOHN

C AH F

MMOK IVfUTfft

After losing its first graduating class ever the JMU softball
team remains solid with |uniors coming of age, a talented
freshman class aiming in and a
bnwd spectrum of k'adership,
spanning across all four classes.
JML's inaugural 21112 team
has come a king way. In its first

PrtMiton CAA
Softball Ranking*

•
four years, the program quickly
established itself successfully in
the Colonial Athletic Association.
"It was the first class I got
so if s a very special group of
girls," Dukes coach Katie Flynn
said. "Now we're just younger.
We have several freshmen that
are going to play very significant roles."
Those roles aw up for grabs
after the Dukes lost four starters and a solid pitcher. However, despite the losses, the Dukes
are excited about this year.
"(Coach Flynn | has done
a good |ob recruiting," junior
nght-hander Renee Bounds

said. "Each year I think she gels
better players. If you look at
our freshman class this yeac we
have very strong players. They
will help as pick up the spots
that we lost last \ivr
IX-spite losing five plavers,
the I Xikes an' ranked second in
the preseason coach's poll behind perennial champion Hofstra. After going to the NCAA
tournament in back-to-back
seasons and placing third in the
confeivnce each tame, the Dukes
have only one goal in mind.
"Our goal is to win the
championship," |umor outfielder Katie Schray said. "Ifs
going to be tough because Hof-

stra has won avail van rilWE
the beginning, til hrruv"
However, the Dukes are
confident and believe thev have
the team to make a rum >n riofr
tr.i thi*. \ ear, albeit as undcrd, vlo get to a championship, it will
mean filling in the roles that the
graduating class left behind.
Uz George was a key
eayer for the Dukes during
f tenure in both pitching and
hitting. In her senior season last
\ car (,corge had an ERA of UW
in 129 innings pitched while
maintaining a .312 batting average, which was second best
steJMV. page 11

• Flrat-placa Votaa
1.HoWra-4B'
2 .JMU —r
3 Tbwaon
4 Datawara
8 Oao-aiallala
6 Dr«»tl
7 UNCWilminglon
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Carrera leads in a big way
Senior led Dukes in
nine categories last
season, team captain
HI V\nir\n PRornn
i QNTfMtnNG WHITER

Bnana Carerra is a leader.
Ask anyone ... then look al her stats
A year ago the senior third baseman/
pitcher for the (ML softball team led the
Dukes in nine categories spanning from
the plate t«> the circle.
Brians'* been a team leader since she
WSJ a freshman." |MU coach Katie Hvnn
said. "She bats, pitches and plavs third
batt, iv huh is rare."
I .ist \ ear in the Dukes' 28-27 campaign
In the Colonial Athletic Association),
Carrera led JMU in batting average (.328)
and hits (39) on the offensive side From
the circle, she was even more dominating.
I he 5-foot-3 right-hander posted a teamlow 1 HI BRA, led the Dukes with 13 wins
in a team-high 154.1 innings-pitched. She
struck out 104 - ■ also the best on the team.

and lastly led Madison with 17 complete
games, 29 appearances and starts, with 22.
And if that weren't enough, Carrera is
also a leader by title. For the second con■M utive year, the San Diego, Calif., native
is a team captain.
"I like being a captain because I feel
like my teammates look up to me and
respect me," Carerra said. "I want to do
all I can to lead them
to success and make
them have confidence
in me and the way I
will lead the team. I
am so intense, and I
love this sport.
"I'm also a very
vocal leader and display my actions on the
fieldShe's not kidding.
Carerra is a two- Carrera
time team MVP. Her
freshman year, she was ranked among national leaders in triples per game, smackinn s*?ven. She was also named CA A Rookie of the Week (April 8, 2003). A week later
she upgraded with the conference naming
her Player of the Week. Her sophomore

year, the CAA honored her as CAA Pitcher of the Week — twice I SS4 season, she
picked up that honor one more time.
"She has strong offensive skills.
Flynn said. "And she exhibits poise and
confidence in herself and the team. Briana
is very competitive and high-energy, and
she brings a lot to the team by contributing a great deal with her attitude.
Carerra's leadership has helped givr
JMU a bright future this season. The
Dukes were recently picked second in the
Colonial Athletic Association preseason
coaches' poll behind Hofstra.
"We are looking really good this year
with some veterans returning and a great
freshman class — not to mention some
new pitching," Carerra said. "I personally
want to have a great year on tne mound
as well as at the plate. I want to go out
strong my last year and lead mv team to
a CAA championship. I just want to enjoy
my last season here at JMU."
The Dukes open their season tomorrow in the Worth/LT-Arlington Classic
Tournament in Arlington, Texas. Madison plays at JMU Softball Complex until
March 8, when they host Mount St. Mary's
in a 2 p.m. double-header.

FiLfc PHOTO
JMU senior Brians Carrera led the Dukes In both batting average and ERA last season.

Who's going
to be on first?
Diamond Dukes
enjoy versatility
from health

other nght-handed hitter to bat,
we'll put |Bnstow | in the outfield
and put |senior \ate| Schill at first
base McFarland arid
Schill, last year's third baseman, will move around the field
this year A high school pitcher

BY CAROIINE MORRIS

fsjh m his college career, he is
ready to rvtake the mound. On
dayi that he isn't pitching, McFarland may put him in at first base
»>r designated hitter in order to
keep Schill, who hit .303 last Mar,
and had 41 RBIs
Nate's a proven college hitter,
so we want to keep his Kit in the
lineup," McFarland said. "We're
going to pitch him a little more
this year, so therefore, it |ust makes
m IS sense to have him plav a little
first DH — that kind of stuff instead of having him over at third
base."
In Schill's absence, third base
Will most likely belong to sophoniore |oe i.ake.
The constants in the infield
will be )unior shortstop Davis
Stoneburner and senior second
baseman Michael Cow gill Both
are seasoned veterans. Stoneburner, the leadoff hitter, had a U>game hitting streak in March and
finished tin- season with a .259
IVBjBsa. Cowgill, who is a team
co-captain for the second vear, led
the team in batting average (3b7),
runs (SO), hits (HI), RBIs (49) and
homersU4)last Mar

who experienced arm problems
CONTUBUTMC WRITER

Who's On First?
With a talented pool of freshmen and multiple players returning from injuries, JMU baseball
coach Spanky McFarland has
BO many options, it could easily
turn into an Abbott and Cottallo
routine.
"You want to be strong and
(i insistent up the middle, but your
aimer guys, left and nght, hrst
Sfid third, those are reallv hitting
positions because they don't get
near as mam balls as those gu\s
up the middle," McFarland said.
"So if vou'rv looking to get some
hot bats in, that's where you put
them, in the aimers."

The Infield
Although there arv eight players on the roster who can play iirst
bSSSj SXpSd to BBS senior Matt
Rnstuw's familiar face most of the
time Bnstow moved from outfield
to tiM base his sophomore \ear
and has been then1 ever since
"I'm pnihahh more comfortable -it tirst. but I can play outfield," Bnstow said. "First base
is a lot easier than outfield It's a
v\ hole lot less responsibility."
Bnstow hit 2**> and had eight
homers last war In tm effort to
keep him in the lineup, McFarland
will shift Bnstow back to outfield

occasionally
Most oi our outfielders are
left-handed hitters, so if we get
in a situation where we want an-

The Outfield
The outfield will look radically
different from last year's edition.
SeniorSkyler I **>m's dismissal tor
"infractions of team policy" will result in sophomore Keltoi Kulbacki
shifting back to center field, where
he spent his high school career.

see OPTIONS, pap U
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Madison Junior catchar Dan Santobianco Wt .267 with 12 horns runs snd 21 RBIs In 52 fames last season.

Catcher in the Rye
Madison catcher
second on team
in homers last year
fi

BRIAN HANSEN

KITING WRITER
The JMU Diamond Dukes are looking for a big year from junior catcher
Dan Santobianco in order to have success this season.
"I'm looking to play a big role," Santobianco said. "I want to have a breakout
season this vear'
Santobian.o s biggest strength for
this team is his ability to hit for power
Last year he hit 12 home runs and had

31 RBIs.
"He brings a big bat," JMU coach
Spanky McFarland
said. "He's a proven powe-hitter, and
when he's going, he
can hit for power to
all fields "
Last year Santobianco got off to a
bit of a slow st.irt.
not hitting his firs!
home
run
until
April 5, the Dukes
26th game of the Santobianco
season. The Dukes
struggled to a 9-17 record in those games
and it will be big for the hopes of JMU to
have him hitting early.
"I struggled early last year to find mv

stroke." Santobianco said. "But this vear
I found what I do well early and hopefully, I can build on that and get going
good early."
Santobianco also bnngs versatility
to the detense. with his ability to play
a variety of positions. In two vears he
has started 38 games at catcher (splitting
those duties with senior Matt Sluder) 45
M designated hitter, six at first base and
two at third base. Splitting time at catcher has allowed Santobianco and Sluder
to improve each other.
"We understand our roles and push
each other to be better," Sluder said
"Catching is the toughest position
physically, and one guy certainly can't
do it all."

see SANTO, page U

Double-play duo up the middle
Berkemeire and
George turned 10
DPs last season
«1 Jl.SMllH C MAPMAN

Dukes sophomore Kellen Kulbacki will move to center ft*4d
after Skyler Doom was dismissed from the team.

There was Stockton and Malone, Batman and Robin, Slarsky and Mutch. Two
individuals linked together for their undeniable complementary talents. This year
the Colonial Athletic Ass. mation will m its
own version ol a dvnamit duo in senior set
ond baseman Kelly Berkemeier and junior
shortstop Kane George,
Birth Berkemeier and Ceorge were

named axaptaias along with senior Bnana
Carerra, of this vears (Ml softball team. In
addition to being a large foGUI ot defensive
play for the Dukes in the middle, the two are
needed for their leadership abilities.
"Kelly and Katie help bind a gaiat defense to our team," junior nght-hander
Renec Bounds said Katie .overs a lot of
ground while kellv is constant!) communiuitinj; x.ith us and being posit
last Season featured | team-high III
double plays by Berkemeier and (leorgc
I"hey combined on a double play either with
(*vrge getting the hit off a grounder or pop
up and sending it to Berkemoer sj SSO »nd IV
Berkemeier tielding a ball and passing it off
toCieorgefortheout
"We've been playing together in the
middle mheld tor two vears now, and we

mesh really well," Berkemeier said. "If
things aren't going well, we can pick each
other up and really motivate the other to
keep going."
Individually, the two a insistently stand
out on the stat sheet as well. In 2005 George
led the team in home runs (4) and assists
while batting 285 with 20 RBIs.
"Kabe is a very consistent hitter and solid shortstop," Berkemeier said. "She gives
me confidence about our outcome because
I know she's always going to give 100 percent. Not only can she herself hit but I knowthat if our opponent hits it to her, we will get
iheout '
Berkemeier played in 51 games last vear
and has a canvr batting average of 2f>7

see MIDDLE, page U
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STAFF: Miller
returns in 2006
STAFF, from page 9
In 2006, McFarland — a pitching guru who has coached 59
drafted pitchers, including Kevin
Brown — can
look forward
to a staff
that actually
has enough
bodies to be
called a staff.
" I
t
makes a big
difference,"
McFarland
said.
"If
I do any- Miller
thing well,
it's manage a pitching staff, so
when you take the bullets out
of my gun, there's not much i
can do."
Miller, a junior right-hander,
is back from a dead arm caused
by an inflexible arm joint. Senior
left-hander Nesbitt is back, as is
Reid, who had an outstanding

year. In the Nesbitt
NECL, Reid
went 3-2 with a 1.18 ERA, striking out 40 and walking 12.
Right now, the Diamond
Dukes' rotation has two lefties and two right-handers and
goes something like this: Miller
(RH), Nesbitt (LH>, Reid (RH)
and Cook (tH) with Lasko
(RH), who has a sore arm and
will be 100 percent in three
weeks, McFarland said.

"We just overused Lasko last
year," McFarland said of the
Athens, Pa., native, who went
4-5 in 73 IP and posted a 5.42
ERA. "He probably threw more
innings than he was supposed
to, which was partly my fault
for not noticing and partly his
fault for not saying anything."
"We would like to leave
Ryan |Reid] in the rotation because he proved himself with a
pretty good freshman year."
What would prevent Reid
from being left alone is Travis
RiSser.
Risser, last
year'scloser,
transferred
to Coastal
Carolina in
the fall after
leading the
Diamond
Dukes
in
saves (four)
and
ERA
(3.69) in 53.1 Reid
IP. Besides
Reid, who posted a 5.75 ERA in
81.1 innings, redshirt freshman
Kurt Houck — a 6-foot-6 righthander, whose fastball tops out
at around 93 mph and was drafted by the Atlanta Braves out of
high school — is in the running
(or the closer's job.
"|Houck| has looked in imEressive," McFarland said. "He
as a right temperament and a
three-quarters arm angle that
gives his ball a lot of run. He
has much better change-up and
he's very imposing at 6-6. He's
all arms and legs."
JMU kicks off its season tomorrow when the Diamond
Dukes travel to Clemson for
a three-game series the No. 1ranked Tigers. Miller, who had
1.50 ERA in 6 IP last year, is the
likely opening-day starter.

Want to be a sports editor next year?
The Breeze Open House
Today, from 5 to 7 p.m., in Anthony-Seeger.
*Free Pizza and Soda

Clemson
Clemson
Clemson
George Washington
Fairfield
Fairtleld
Fairfield
Liberty
Wagner (DH)
Wagner
Longwood
Wilkam and MaryWilliam and Mary"
William and Mary"
Virginia Tech
Virginia Tech
Delaware'
Delaware'
Delaware"
Longwood
Maryland
Virginia Commonwealth'
Virginia Commonwealth'
Virginia Commonwealth'
Marshall
Marshall
Old Dominion"
Old Dominion"
Old Dominion"
Richmond
Radford
Northeastern"
Northeastern"
Northeastern"
Liberty
Maryland
George Mason"
George Mason"
George Mason"
Richmond
Radford
Hofstra"
HofstraHofstra"
George Washington
Georgia State"
Georgia State"
Georgia State"
Towson"
Towson"
Towson"
UNC Wilmington"
UNC Wilmington"
UNC Wilmington"
CAA Tournament
CAA Tournament
CAA Tournament
CAA Tournament

JMU, from page 9
on the team behind current senior captain
Bnana Carrera's .328.
Ashlee Schenk caught for the Dukes in
213 of their first 215 games before graduating last spring and knew JMU pitching like
the back of her hand. There's no wonder
Flynn recruited her to the coaching staff
this season to help train the new catchers.
"Our seniors last year were more lead
-by-example type of role models," senior
second baseman Kelly Berkemeier said.
"We're definitely going to miss [them]."

Junior outfielder Andrea Long said,
'They set such a good example for us that
I think it really shows in our leadership this
year. The loss has made our team stronger."
The Dukes will look to uphold the
reputation and leadership that their first
graduating class established — not by one
person, but as a team.
"I feel like everyone plays a leadership
part on this team," Long said. "A different
person is a leader at different times."
Flynn said, "I think we are balanced.
We have four talented classes, [though we

are) more top-heavy with our freshmen
and juniors."
Flynn has brought in two freshmen,
Jenny Clohan and Meredith Felts, who will
contribute right away as pitchers. As upperclassmen. Bounds and Carrera will pitch
from the more experienced standpoint.
Flynn said freshman Julia Dominguez and
junior Tamera Carrera will split time.
"Our team is really strong this year
and we are showing a lot of promise already in practice," Schray said. "We look
good."

OPTIONS: Health reaps lots of benefits
OPTIONS, from page 10
"He's actually better at center than he is at
the other two positions," McFarland said.
"He's not quite as fast as Skyler, but he has
a little better arm and he gets some pretty
good jumps on the ball, so we're happy about
Kulbacki said, "I feel a lot more comfortable |in center] than 1 do in the other positions. It's just my natural position that I've
played my whole life."
Kulbacki, who had the second-highest
batting average on the team (343) and the

longest hitting streak of 12 games, rebuilt his
swing in the off-season, in hopes of hitting
even better.
"I was a little pull-happy coming out of
this summer," Kulbacki said. 1 really needed
to kind of break things down and start all
over and I feel like if s coming along."
Junior Mitchell Moses will fill the vacancy left by Kulbacki and graduating senior
Sean Loso in right field. Moses was sidelined
last year with a knee injury, but is ready to
resume his place in the middle of the batting
order and on the field.
Tm feeling pretty solid," Moses said. '1

did a lot of work over the summer and in the
fall. I've had some bad luck, but it seems like
everything is going to work out"
MacFarland descnbes left field as "a platoon type of thing." Expect to see a revolving
door of players that will include Sellers, Lake,
Bristow and others.
Catcher
Senior Matt Sluder and junior Dan Santobianco will still be the primary forces behind
the plate. Santobianco was second in home
runs last year, with 12, and can be expected to
DH when not catching.

SANTO: Junior looks to provide more power
SANTO, from page 10
Said McFarland, "1 think if he goes on
to play pro ball it will certainly benefit him.
Teams like guys that can show versatility. We
also want his bat in the lineup, so we need to
find ways to sneak him in there."
As a junior this year, he will also be
looked at to contribute as a leader. Especially on a team that is not very experienced on
the mound.
"I hope to be a leader in any way I can,"
Santobiancosaid. "Hopefully 1 can just play a
major rote and help this team succeed."

Said Sluder, "He's an emotional guy
and he's got that fire to lay it on the line for
the team every day. The attitude rubs off on
other guys."
One area the Dukes really need Santobianco to improve is with his patience at the
plate. He struck out 61 times in 2005 — a
team-high — and had 57 in 2004. However,
McFarland doesn't want him to lose his aggressiveness at the plate in order to cut down
on those strikeouts.
"He runs in streaks," McFarland said.
"When he's hitting well he uses the whole

field and doesn't strike out much. When he's
cold, he tries to pull it to much and starts
striking out."
Said Santobianco, "I need to cut down
my swing with two strikes, and I need to
cut down on the strikeouts. Law of averages
says that the more balls 1 put in play, the more
times I'll get on base."
The Dukes open their season this weekend. Feb. 17 to 19 with a three-game series
at No. 1-ranked Clemson. Their first home
game is Feb. 22 at Long Field/Mauck Stadium at 2:30 pm

MIDDLE: George second for Dukes in AVG.
MIDDLE, from pagt 10
"She brings a lot of enthusiasm and is a
great motivator," George said of Berkemeier.
"She is great at taking control on the field
when things are not going well, she knows
how to relax and refocus the infield, and 1
think she is really going to do something at
bat this year."
Said Bounds, "Their expenence is helping our younger players as well. Between the
two of them, they get a lot of balls that would
be impossible for others."
The team was expected to have a strong

finish in the conference last season, but came
up short. This year they look to change that
around. The chemistry in leadership will factor into the teams overall chemistry.
"We really need to do a better job of not letting our mistakes compile," Berkemeier said.
'Too many times would someone make an error and then it would snowball from there.
"Katie and I need to take charge of the
infield, and once someone makes an error,
gather the team together and not let it affect
our overall play."
Said George, "I think collectively our

Baseball Roster
Clemson, S.C
Clemson, S.C.
Clemson, S.C
Home
Home
Home
Horn*
Home
Home
Home
Home
Williamsburg.Va.
Wllliamsburg,Va.
Williamsburg.Va.
Home
Blacksburg,Va
Home
Home
Home
Farmville.Va.
Home
Home
Home
Home
Huntington.W.Va.
Huntington.W.Va.
Norfolk. Va.
Norfolk. Va.
Norfolk. Va
Richmond, Va.
Home
Boston, Mass.
Boston, Mass.
Boston, Mass.
Lynchburg.Va.
College Park. Md.
Home
Home
Home
Home
Blacksburg. Va.
Hempstead, N.Y.
Hempstead, N.Y.
Hempstead, N.Y.
Washington, DC.
Home
Home
Home
Towson, Md.
Towson, Md.
Towson, Md.
Home
Home
Home
Wilmington, N.C.
Wilmington, N.C.
Wilmington, N.C.
Wilmington, N.C.
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JMU: First year without inaugural class

Baseball Schedule
Feb. 17 4:00 PM
Feb. 18 2:00 PM
Feb. 19 1:00 PM
Feb. 22 2:30 PM
Feb. 24 2:30 PM
Feb. 25 1:00 PM
Feb. 26 12:00 PM
Mar.l 2:30 PM
Mar. 4 12 00 PM
Mar. 5 1:00 PM
Mar. 7 2:30 PM
Mar. 10 3:00 PM
Mar.11 1O0PM
Mar. 12 1:00 PM
Mar. 14 2:30 PM
Mar. 15 3:00 PM
Mar. 17 2:30 PM
Mar. 18 1:00 PM
Mar. 19 1:00 PM
Mar. 21 2:30 PM
Mar. 22 2:30 PM
Mar. 24 2:30 PM
Mar. 25 l 00 PM
Mar. 26 1:00 PM
Mar. 28 1:00 PM
Mar. 29 1:00 PM
Mar. 31 7:00 PM
Apr.1 5:00 PM
Apr. 2 2:00 PM
Apr. 4 3:00 PM
Apr. 5 3O0PM
Apr. 7 300 PM
Apr. 8 1:00 PM
Apr. 9 1:30 PM
Apr. 11 300 PM
Apr. 12 7:00 PM
Apr. 14 3:00 PM
Apr 15 1O0PM
Apr. 16 1:00 PM
Apr. 18 3O0PM
Apr. 19 3:00 PM
Apr. 21 3.00 PM
Apr 22 2O0PM
Apr. 23 1:00 PM
Apr. 25 3O0PM
Apr. 28 3.00 PM
Apr. 29 1:00 PM
Apr 30 1:00 PM
May. 6 4:00 PM
May. 7 1:00 PM
May. 8 3O0PM
May. 18 4:00 PM
May 19 4:00 PM
May. 20 100 PM
May 24 TBA
May. 25 TBA
May 26 TBA
May. 27 TBA

THURSDAY, FEB.

1
2
4
5
6
7
10
II
14
16
19
21
22
23
23
24
25
26
27
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Davis Stoneburner
Matt MacDougall
Michael Cowgrill
Brett Sellers
Matt Sluder
Joe Lake
RobAltieri
Matt Townsend
Lee Bujakowsk!
Geoff Degener
Matt Bristow
Kellen Kulbacki
Justin Wood
Josh Eye
Brett Garner
Nate Schill
Jacob Cook
Travis Miller
Trevor Kaylid
Steven Caseres
Jason Kuhn
Dan Santobianco
Ryan Reid
Greg Nesbitt
Kurt Houck
Bob Lasko
Mitchell Moses
Clay McKIm
Chris Johnson

SS
OF/2B
2B/SS/3B
SS/3B
C
INF/OF
Utility
OF/RHP
3B/1B
RHP
IB/OF
OF
LHP
0F/1B
C
3B/1B
LHP
RHP
LHP
1B/DH
LHP
C/1B
RHP/OF So.
LHP
RHP
RHP
OF/IB
RHP
C

Jr.
So.
Sr.
So.
Sr,
So.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.
Sr.
So.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
Sr
Jr.
Jt.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.

experience of playing together for the
past two years will help lead the team to a
strong showing."
Heading into this season, JMU is ranked
No. 2 in the preseason coaches' poll behind
Hofstra in the Colonial Athletic Association.
Letting go of last year's mistakes and finishing on top is going to take the leadership of
these two upperclassmen.
"I think ifs really important to have
strong leadership, especially since we'll probably nave more freshmen in the lineup this
year," George said.

Softball Roster
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
14
15
17
18
20
24
33

Sally Smith
Jenny Clohan
Krista Landing
Meredith Felts
Kaitlyn Wernsing
Briana Carrera
Tamara Carrera
Katie George
Kelly Ann Berkemeier
Julia Dominguez
Katie Cochran
Megan Smith
Whitney Eye
Andrea Long
Renee Bounds
Katie Schray
Jenn Chavei
Amber Kirk

Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.

Softball Schedule
Feb17
Mar. 3
Mar. 8
Mar. 10
Mar. IS
Mar. 19
Mar. 25
Mar. 26
Mar. 29
Apr.1
Apr. 2
Apr. 5
Apr. 8
Apr. 9
Apr. 12
Apr. 14
Apr. 15
Apr. 18
Apr. 19
Apr. 22
Apr. 23
Apr. 29
Apr. 30
May. 6
May. 7
May. 11

400 PM
300 PM
2:00 PM
3:00 PM
200 PM
12:00 PM
12O0PM
1O0PM
200 PM
12O0PM
12:00 PM
300 PM
200 PM
12:00 PM
3:00 PM
3O0 PM
12.00 PM
4O0 PM
3O0 PM
12:00 PM
12:00 PM
U00PM
12:00 PM
11:00 PM
11:00 PM
TBA

Worth/UT-Arllngton Classic Tournament
Elon Phoenix Classic
Elon, N.C.
Mount St. Mary's
Home
Mason-Oixon Softball Classic
Norfolk. Va.
Maryland
Home
Villanova
Villanova. Pa.
Towson
Towson. Md
Towson
Towson, Md.
George Washington
Washington, D.C.
UNC Wilmington
Home
UNC Wilmington
Home
St. Francis
Home
Georgia State
Atlanta. Ga.
Georgia State
Atlanta, Ga.
Virginia
Charlottesville.Va.
George Mason
Home
George Mason
Home
Radford
Radford, Va.
Norfolk State
Home
Hofstra
Home
Hofstra
Home
Delaware
Home
Delaware
Home
Drexel
Philadelphia, Pa.
Drexel
Philadelphia. Pa.
CAA Tournament TBA

IB
P/UT
OF
P/UT
OF
3B
C
SS
2B
C
OF
IB
UT
OF
P
OF
UT
UT

Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
So
Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
Fr.
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Dems should aim at issues, not VP shooting

If I could just save one life
i) ANTHONY REIDEL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

DICK CMEr

MO FoiLMAL. T*A\Mm«,

1
It is very unfortunate that the Democratic Party is constantly placng itself into
the younger-sibling position when dealing
with the actions of tneir Republican counterparts. While they could be flying high
and inspiring Amencans to distrust the
current administration because of the war
in Iraq, wire tapping or nearly every word
that comes from President George W. Bush's
mouth. Democrats have instead seized
upon what — in the great state of Texas at
least — is a fairlv common accident.
Vice President Dick Cheney's Feb. 11
quail-hunting tnp became a demonstration of the conservative assertion that "guns
don't kill people, people kill people." As the
VP turned and shot at a startled bird, he accidentally hit his hunting partner, a 78-yearold Austin attorney. But Harry Whittington,

incapacitated by hundreds of shotgun pellets and a subsequent heart attack, is not the
only one in serious condition.
The shooting raises very seru HH ipaMlftOfll
about the Bush administration, the first being why Cheney did not immediately report
the shooting to the Amencan public. The 24hour time lapse angered Democrats, as thev
connect it to the trend of deception the Bush
.nlministration has king been bed to.
More importantly, however, is whether
Cheney thought he could hide this incident,
possibly in that undisclosed location of his.
If he knew the public relations nightmare
shooting an American citi/en could cause,
why not spare himself and his boss the
backlash and come forward immediately?
It's doubtful that he simply forgot about
the media, though they don't sec much of him

as u is The last memorable time Cheney appeared on television, people were swearing
at him as he gave a pust-Katrina interview.
But regardless of Chenev's reasoning,
the mistake stands — by shooting Whittington in the back, the vice president essentially shot himself in the foot — yet this is not
when- the Democratic party should be devoting their efforts. Leave this to comedians
and other wise asses; don't stoop to |okes.
Mention something about gun control, a
quick aside about how you hope Whittington recovers well, and then go get a cup of
coffee. There are many serious problems
already floating around; deal with those
and work to strengthen the nation rather
than bicker about an event for which the VP
hopefully already feels a great amount of
guilt and embarrassment.

I in WRITING ON IIII: WALI

Hyped-up hybrids don't make it easy being green
BY BRIAN GOODMAN
OPIMOK EDITOR

More than the chocolate and cards, this Valentine's Day harkened
us back to the good old days; as the more level-headed experts had
predicted all along, gas is again under $2 for a gallon of regular.
But the damage has been done to the auto industry. The hurricaneinduced spike in gas prices tragically matched up with the end of
"employee-pnang" promotions, sending SUV sales into the toilet
while subsequently engorging the hybnd market with buyers.
And while the more level-headed experts expect things to soon return to normal, the interest in hybnds is expected to grow. The oracles
at J.D. Power & Associates have predicted that by 2011 the market
will be deluged with 38 hybnd models; loyota alone has announced
that they plan to introduce 10 new hybrids in that time period. The
age of the Energizer automobile is apparently here to stay.
The lure of hybrid cars is twofold, and both involve the green.
Hybnds are presented as significantly more economical and environmental than conventional cars. With such a winning combination, it comes as no surpnse that sales have skyrocketed with the
help of our semester-long gas "crisis
There is a surpnse, however; the hybnd's reputation itself. That
these cars are known — and purchased — for frugality and conservation is almost as ironic as Marion Barry's continuing political career
For starters, the idea that one saves money by driving a hybrid car is only convincing to those who cannot count. Assuming
you can find a hybrid at retail value — most dealerships charge
a "service fee" on high-demand cars — hybrids still command
a significant premium over conventional cars. A comparably
equipped 2005 Honda Civic Hybrid will set you back $3,672 over
a Civic LX; choosing a Toyota Pnus over a Corolla will require an
extra $5,283. It costs a lot of green to be green.
What's more, it is almost impossible to recoup the pennies at the
pump. The car guys over at Edmunds.com tabulated that at $2.28 a gallon, one would nave to drive 63,000 miles a year for five years to break
even with the Civic Hybnd over the regular Civic Pnus owners would
need to dnve a full 66,500 miles for the same duration of time to justify
the pnee premium they paid over a Corolla. Conversely, if the dnvers
log the typical 15,000 miles per year on their cars, gas would have to cost

well over $9 a galkm for five years to make up the difference — $9.60 per
gallon for the Civic and $10.10 per gallon for the Prius.
But cold, hard economic truths mean little to the Mother Earth
crew; after all, one cannot put a price on our planet. Because of their
ingenious little electnc motors, many assume that hybrids go easy
on the environment — and they would be wrong. Those very electric motors which return the improved gas mileage over their gasonly counterparts may in fact do more damage to the environment
in the long run than conventional engines.
Just like J-Lo, the source of the trouble lies in the trunk, where
the electric motor's weighty battery resides. These battenes, which
can weigh as much as a person, are rechargeable; the energy given
off when the brakes of the car are engaged is brilliantly harnessed to
refill the battery. But all battenes, even rechargeable ones, are finite.
Over time, they gradually lose the ability to retain charge until they
eventually die out — the Energizer Bunny is not immortal.
Beyond the threat to resale value and expense of repair — the batteries can cost anywhere from $5,000 to $11,000 to replace — the novelty of
hybnd technology means no one is quite sure what will happen when
these hundred-pound boxes of acid need to be disposed of. Due to their
propensity to leak aad into the environment even AA batteries are difficult to environmentally dispose of. When the hundreds of thousands
of hybrids on the roads finally die, their battery packs are going to wreak
havoc on the very environment their owners bought them to conserve.
Taken together, all these factors effectively remove any valid incentive to purchase a hybrid, yet they are still selling out at a rate
formerly reserved for hotcakes and congressmen. The only rationale
for this irrationality is that, while hybrids may not in fact be friendly
to the environment, they portray the image of environmental fnendhness Hybrids have become a greenie badge of honor. Hybrids, particularly those styled after "Star Trek" props, provide owners the opportunity to wear one's environmental ism on their sleeve.
In true American fashion, we are more concerned with appearing environmentally conscious than being environmentally conscious. We are also willing to pay through the nose to do so, and not
just with cash With the very real risk hybrid battery packs could
pose in the very near future, it can safely be said that the greatest
threat to the environment is now the environmentalist
Brian Goodman is a junior communications major.
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Hating the dating game instead of the player
■Y SARAH DFIIA
CONTKITUTISG WRITER

As long as people have mouths to communicate and the environment's air supply continues to fill our lungs, the human
body will have the capability of speech,
and there will always be games that we
decide to play w ith one another. Eor some
reason, it appears that simply saying what
we mean, when we mean it — to whom
ever — is just too hard.
The dating pool — in which everyone
has either dived into willingly, been pushed

into unaware of, or shoved into the deep end
without the proper swimming lessons — can
be like decoding a foreign language. This
splendor of interaction between the opposite sexes comes guaranteed with a constant
look of concern insenbed on your forehead,
pimples that break out at any time, and involuntary spasms of nervous twitches.
Dating could be a lot easier. Vet both
boys and girls make life extremely hard for
one another, almost to the point of sadism.
It's the game thai we've been playing since
the time we were 5, commonly referred to
as "telephone," in which one person starts

DATING
PHowe
use even

*LM41

off w hispenng a message to the person next
them and then is repeated around the circle.
This game can be exactly paralleled to the
marvelous world of dating. Think about
it: someone has a message that they want
someone else to know — yet they don't have
the guts, the nerve, or the common sense to
simply get up and walk over to the person.
As the message gets passed along, Iri mis
construed and reworded. Rarely is the end
product remotely true to the original.
The "telephone" game is still very commonly practiced among college students today, though it's evolved into an even more
sickly twisted practice with a new addition
of math. Ah, yes, the |oys of waiting for a call
the next day after a dream date with a certain
someone. But wait — don't think that call is
coming so soon. Just because both parties had
a good time does not by any means guarantee you a phone call when they say they will;
typically you must add at least three days.
A friend of mine once told me about an
ancient Chinese proverb that said when "assessing a situation, one should wait at least
three days before taking action." Apparently in America, we too nave taken kindly
to the idea of waiting before taking action.
While the individual who is waiting to dial
those digits may view themselves as smart
or even wise, the other person who is left
waiting is going crazy with a million questions running through their head.
see DATING, page 13

Katie "I thought if I could just
save one life it would be worth
it" Counc does not care about
Maleigh Poutre. Jamie Foxx does
not can? about Haleigh Poutre.
Neither does Snoop Dogg, Danny Glover, nor even the Rev. Al
Sharpton and the rest of the "Save
Tookie" Williams crowd.
Who is Haleigh Poutre? According to The Boston Herald, 11year-old Haleigh Poutre was allegedly sexually molested by her
biological mother's ex-bovfriend.
Haleigh's biological mother, Allison Avrett, was deemed unfit bv
the state to take care of Haleigh
because of the molestation charges Avretf s half sister. Holli Stnckland testified against Avrett that
Haleigh was being molested by
Avrett's ex-boyfriend. The charges
were never substantiated.
Haleigh was adopted by
Strickland. According to The Boston
Herald, the Department of Social
Services (DSS) received 17 reports
over three years of neglect or abuse
by Strickland and Haleigh's stepfather. )ason StnckJand, regarding
Haleigh. Poor little Haleigh was
then rewarded for the state's incompetence to protect her by being
pummeled to near death with a
baseball bat by Jason Strickland.
After the beating, Haleigh
was described by doctors to be in
a persistent vegetative state and
virtually brain dead. Doctors said
that she would never think or
feel again. Everyone in Haleigh's
life wanted her to die. The only
exception, of course, was )ason
Strickland, who wanted to avoid
being charged with murder
Haleigh remained in a comatose state for two-and-a-half
weeks with feeding and breathing tubes keeping her alive. Then
the
Massachusetts
Supreme
Court granted the power to decide whether to let Haleigh die to
the very same DSS that had failed
her for three years. Of course, the
DSS supported letting Haleigh
die and made no secret of it. The
DSS actually advocated letting
Haleigh die eight days after she
was admitted to the hospital.
Thus, Haleigh was effectively
sentenced to death by the Massachusetts Supreme Court.
Miraculously, Haleigh started breathing on her own even
before the final decision was
handed down. However, the
DSS apparently didn't think that
Haleigh breathing on her own

IVM important enough to tell the
court. Haleigh was lucky enough
to fight for her life (and win) betorethe I >SS \,-\ h.'rdie.
So how is Haleigh doing? Vte
Boston Globe reported that when
she is asked by a social worker
to give him the yellow duck or
"Where's Curious George?" Haleigh picks up the duck or the
stuffed monkey. When asked
questions about her name or gender, Haleigh can answer them
correctly, though not verbally.
This situation brings up an
important question: wouldn't it
be in the best interest of the state
and of the people to protect innocent life? Apparently not. While
Holly wood's elite, television personalities and political role models preach for a woman's right to
"choose" and a convicted felon's
nght to life, the innocent are left
to die unnoticed.
Seeing this case unfold, I can't
help but think about Terri Schiavo. Schiavo's husband (now remarned) has started a political action committee named TerriPAC.
The PAC endorses political candidates who support letting the
weak and vulnerable die under
the mantra of the nght to die
A key figure in ruling (repeatedly) in favor of letting Terri
die was Pinellas County Probate
Court fudge George W. Greer.
Interestingly, in December, ludge
Greer was given an award at an
ACLU "Bill of Rights Banquet"
for his work in protecting "basic
civil liberties ... inherent in the
Bill of Rights" according to the
Pinellas County ACLU.
I have yet to find a right to
die embedded within die first 10
Amendments of our Constitution.
According to the banquet invitation, the very man who let
Schiavo starve to death dined
from a menu that included baked
salmon in a dill sauce or chicken
basilica with red %liss potatoes
and stir-fned vegetables. Also on
the menu were dinner rolls (with
butter), iced tea coffee and carrot
cake for dessert. I heard the water was to die for. Can someone
please pass me the irony?
While you are at it, give me
the numbers of the ACLU, Katie, Jamie, Snoop, Danny, and
the Rev. Al. I was thinking of
throwing a "Save Tookie, Kill
Innocent Girls" party.
Anthony Riedel is a communications major and asks Snoop, "Since
you deemed Tookie the OG' (Original Gangstaf, can we call Haleigh
the PC (Persevering Girl)?"

K
3"A
A "7-p.m.-does-not-mean-7:45-p.m." to the cab company that
made me a full 45 minutes late for my Breeze-sponsored blind date.
From a flustered freshman girl who is still embarrassed that she
couldn 't be on time for an all-expenses-paid romantic dinner.

A "change-your-name-to-Cupid" pat to the guy who randomly
approached me in D-hall and gave me a rose, just because.
From a senior girl who, along with the six other girls at the table, is
happy that guys like you exist at ]MU.

A "what-a-bad-way-to-treat-your-hallmates" dart to myself for
leaving the room without turning off my alarm clock.
From a student who has learned his lesson, and hopes this public apology adequately communicates his remorse.

A "we-love-you-more-than-any-boyfriend-could" pat to two
friends who, like a Valentine's Day Santa, delivered cookies to
multiple houses on Monday night.
From a junior guy who must admit, you are all sweeter than your
delicious baked goods.

A "when-did-JMU-get-so-cruel?" dart to whoever knocked
down our innocent, noncombatant snowman and threw a snowball at me from a car.
From a very sad sophomore who didn't need to be shamelessly accosted for trying to enjoy the Saturday snow.

A "how-much-cuter-could-you-be?" pat to the adorable couple
having a loving snowball fight on campus.
From a bored junior stuck in traffic who loved watching you playfully
clxase your girlfriend while site tried to run on crutches.
E-mail dam and pnts u>
Imvmlp'n rmtnMJUiHii.
Dans A Pan are submitted anon\mtwslv and primed on a \paie-available basil
Submistions are based up.m one perum I opinion of a Knen utuaium. person or
event and da not MMlMptfj refteit the truth
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Evil Conservatives miss inherent political purpose of eulogies
How thoughtful of TV Breeze editonal board to give us a lesson on
the way funerals should be conducted. I'm sure Dr. and Mrs. King would
be mortified at the carrying on at Mrs. King's funeral. Thank nnvtn
we have people like The Breeze editors, and their friends like Rush Limbaugh, who do so much to ensure that the legacy of Dr. King is honored.
No one is better qualified to instruct African-Americans on how to conduct a funeral that will be acceptable to white Conservatives.
If s too bad your instruction didn't come sooner, however, because Dr. King sure could have used it. He was far too political in his
eulogizing; for example, his eulogy for the four little girls who died
in the 1963 16th Street Baptist Church bombing:
They have something to say to every politician (Audience:)
(Yeah) who has fed his constituents with tne stale bread of hatred
and the spoiled meat of racism. They have something to say to a
federal government that has compromised with the undemocratic
practices of southern Dixiecrats (Yeah) and the blatant hypocrisy of
nght-wing northern Republicans."
How crass of Dr. King!

lected by the IRS. In actual terms, the top 50 percent of wage
MIMfl pay over 96 percent of the federal income taxes collected,
the top 10 percent of wage earners pay about 65 percent of federal taxes, and the top 5 percent of wage earners still pay more
than 50 percent of all federal taxes!
When taxes are cut, they are being cut from the people who actually pay them. Those who fall below these incomes and are not entitled to these tax cuts are not even paying that much to begin with.
When referring to the top 50 percent of wage earners, their income
is not nearly as skyrocketing as it may seem; an average of $26,000 a
year for a jointly filed couple's income.
I would be confident to say that every student at JMU barely pays
any federal taxes. When you file your W-2, unless you are making at
least $15,000 to $20,000 a year, you will more than likely be receiving
almost all of your taxes back from the government. Case in point, as
a college student, Catlahan has no justification to complain about the
federal tax issue.
Craig Finkelstein
junior international affairs major

<

Philip B. Riley
IMU staff member
Tax cuts go to 'rich' since the 'rich' pay the taxes
It pained me to see a reference to the myth of "tax-cuts for the
run" in Patrick Callahan's latest hack against President Bush. White
facts were conspicuously absent from Callahan's article, one can
ascertain the truth about who actually pays what percentage ol the
taxes by simply visiting the Internal Revenue Service's Web site.
It is in fact, the "rich" who pay the majority ot the taxes col-

Delegation inappropriate for female-dominated campus
In Monday's issue of The Breeze, I was pleased to see that
there were very few references to Valentine's Day, not even the
sappy love stories or the hateful rants about how horrible the
Hallmark holiday is. I was mostly grateful because Valentine's
Day is only a big deal because we make it a big deal — we pine
and whine as loudly as possible; we're the ones who give this
stupid holiday its power. Unfortunately, there was one article in
The Breeze that didn't escape me and it left very little to the imagination. Bobby McMahon's articles generally lack intelligence or

EXPERIENCE THE POWER OF LIGHT
At L'Idee Medical Spa

OFFERING THE BEST IN LASER TECHNOLOGY AND SKIN CARE
LEVULAN PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY
SEVERE ACNE
ACTINIC KERATOSIS AND SUN DAMAGE
LASER HAIR REDUCTION
INTENSE PULSE LIGHT THERAPY
PIGMENTATION DISORDERS
LASER TREATMENTS FOR ROSACEA,
PSORASIS & BIRTHMARKS
MICRODERMABRASION AND
CHEMICAL PEELS
COMPLETE SKIN SARE PROGRAMS

taste, but in this article, "The Trapper" seems to have crossed the
line from stupid to crude humor and a complete disrespect of
women. 1 understand that to McMahon and his 15-year-old guy
friends the idea of giving a woman the gift of a sexually transmitted disease or using her for sex and then tossing her away
may be funny, but I think that both he and the staff of The Breeze
need to take into account the fact that 60 percent of the students
on this campus are female and may not appreciate the disgusting disrespect. Men should respect women, not see us as sexual
objects; what year is it anyway?
Ellen Aheam
senior social work major
Editorial policies
Responses to all articles and opinions published in The Breeze are
welcome and encouraged. Letters should be no longer than 250
words, must include a phone number for verification and can be emaileri to breezeopinion@hotmail com or mailed to MSC 6805 Gl,
Anthony Seeger Hall, Harrisonburg, VA 22807. The Breeze reserves
the right to edit all submissions for length or grammatical style.

The house editorial reflects the opinion ot th* editorial hoard as a whole, and
is not necessarily the opinion of any individual staff member of The Breeze.
Editorial Board:
Nathan Ghiantella, editor in chief
Knsten Green, managing editor
Brian Goodman, opinion editor
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the
newspaper, this staff, or lames Madison University

Dating: Overly complicated
DATING, from page 12
K he going to call? Why hasn't he called? Is my phone on vibrate? Did 1 give him the wrong number? Did he lose my number?
Did I miss the call when I hopped in the shower?
And it gets worse.
As the waiting individual becomes a human train wreck, they
begin to hear things that sound as if they could be the sound a phone
ringing, such as instant messaging sounds, a door opening, or a bird
outside. It's not pretty to witness — or to experience firsthand.
We mustn't seem too desperate. We cannot seem like we had that
good of a time, even if we did. That's not the point of the first dates; the
point is to "be cool," and let "it" nde. However, neither side wins. The
side that waits to call is giving the message to the other person "hey, I will
not call you when I said I would because frankly, my dear, I don't give* a
damn," while the other side is having a nervous break down. Classy.
The bme and energy that we waste not calling or seeming uninterested in our potential mates is time that we could be spending with the people we might actually like. None of this will change, however — we've
needed a game to play focusing on poor axnmunicabon skills since the
time we were 5. Ihe rules aren't getting any easier, which is pretty pathetic After all, we're the ones who made them.
Safari Delia is a freshman English and art history major.

MINERAL MAKE-UP
ITS YOUR LIFE AND IT CAN LOOK SO GOOD
COME IN, BEGIN TODAY - CALL 437-1296

Are you a Christian interested in:

Peace?

www.lideemedicalspa.com

Community?

^tino 5tudcnt/4i///a/7c^
utantd yxuita cameta

Cdetaacion Latin

semi-formal
charity eventl
Feb. 17 @ 7 pm
@ Highlands in Festival
Singlc~S10 with JMU ID/S12 no ID
Couple~$18 with JMU ID/S20 no ID

Q££pwa>eda yata
SStue Slidqe £egat S&aticeA

Justice?

Attractive Low-Cost
Intentional Living?
If yes, please introduce yourself lo us al:

JMUPeaceHouse@gmail.com

CET YOUR FREE PIC TIHRT!"
$tftofy,
tftt*

rw>'w: <^vv}i7
COME IN AND 4ET A CLUB CARD,
PURCHASE S BBQ COMBO MEALS
AND 6ET A FREE PIC T-IHIRT!
W—■ IUMUI IAIT

Hometown Music
GUITARS, AMPS, DRUMS,

PA

AND MORE...

www.bomelownmusic.ncl

dinner, entertainment dancing!
Co-sponsored by Lambda Upsilon Lambda, Late Night Programming, & Center of Multicultural Student Sen ices

V
»'

Hometown Service
www.hometownmusic.n

J

MfVflW • 4JMI59
10-4 Mo»»»»-fi»«f, 10-5 Jantu.

SPORTS
Football
sets '06
schedule

Malihcw Stoss. Editor
Meagan Mihalko. Assistant Editor

brcrztsporlst&hotmaiUom

THE BREEZE

With two matches under
their belts, Madison
prepares for Orlando
sv MEAGAN MIIMIKO
IMMMNI *ro«rs rniroit

■Y MATTHEW STOSS

sn SCHEDULE, page 16

2006 Football Schedule
Sept. 2Bloomsburg

FEB.

16,20061 14

Women's tennis gears up

Dukes to square
off against '05
national champs
The JML' football team finalized its 2006
schedule last FOOtblll
Fnday. which
will include a home-and-home
date with 2005 Division l-AA
national champion Appalachian
State.
The Dukes open the series
on the road in Boone, \.C, with
the Mountaineer* visiting Harnsonburg in 2008. The rest of
the non-conference opponents
are Division II Bloomsburg of
the Pennsylvania State Athletic
Conference, which Madison
openi Mi MMOii against Sept.
2 at Bridgeforth Stadium, and
Virginia Mihtarv Institute in
ton Sept. 30.
"We're pleased that we've
completed our scheduling the
next three seasons," JML athletic
director Jeff Bourne said. "These
schedules meet our expectations
for putting our football program
in a position to compete for conference championships and postseason play."
Next year, JML1 will be competing for a different conference
championship when the Colonial Athletic Association picks
up football, making the Atlantic
10 defunct for football purposes.
[Ml has been a member of the
A-10 since 1997 and prior, the
Dukes called the Yankee Conference home. JMU last won an A-10
conference title in 2004.
It's going to be the same 12
teams and the same officials,"
JML coach Mickey Matthews
said. "The only difference is
that we'll have a different commissioner. For football purposes, we |ust have a different
patch on our shirt "
After JML opens against
Bloomsburg, it heads to Kidd
Brewer Stadium Sept. 9 to face
Appalachian State in a battle
of the two most recent national
champions. Madison won the
national championship in 2004.
I he Mountaineers, who went 113 last vear, won the 2005 title Dec.
In. beating Northern Iowa 21-16.
Appalachian State and JML
have not played since 1995 when
the two programs met in the
playoffs.
"It's a great night when you
have the last two defending national champions playing each
other," Matthews said. "And
they're [Appalachian State] almost invincible at home. 1 can't
remember the last time they lost
a home game. It's pretty tough to
go in there and beat them."
The Dukes, who went 7-4 a
year ago, will face eight conference opponents in 2006, getting
Northeastern (Sept. 23). Rhode
Island (Oct. 7). William & Mary
(Oct. 21) and Delaware (Nov.
4) at home. JML will travel to
New Hampshire (Oct. 14), Richmond (Oct. 28), Villanova (Nov.
11) and Towson (Nov. 18). New
Hampshire and Richmond were
the onlv two conference teams
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JONATHAN TAYLOR/i/r photo
No. 1 singes piayec. Millar Kristin Nordstrom, returns to lead the
Dukes as one of the cocaptafns, along wHh senior Ashley Reyher.

Despite two early season losses, the JMU
women's tennis team is in good shape heading
into the 2006 spring season.
The Dukes' first loss came when the College
of Charleston shut them out tai—_—- t
7-0 Feb. 4 in Williamsburg. «Om«1 S
Following that match, the TMMIS
Dukes were again blanked
Feb. 5 when they played William & Mary and
ost by the same score.
The Tribe was ranked No. 20 in the nation
ast season and has Colonial Athletic Association Player of the Year, Megan Moulton-Levy,
returning for her junior season as well as CAA
Coach of the Year Kevin Epley.
"We've already played two of the top three
toughest matches of the season," IMU coach
Maria Malerba said. "It's not fun to play them
at the beginning, but it tells us where we are
and what we need to work on."
Malerba, who is in her 30th season coaching
the Dukes, said she is comfortable with where
the Dukes are at this point in the season. Despite losing two seniors, three freshmen joined
the team to round out the eight-woman roster.
Freshman Anne Day of Lynchburg, Barrett Donner of Durham, N.C., and Anna Khoor of Ponte
Vedra Beach, Fla., round out the new additions
to the team.

However, it is the veterans that will lead
JMU as the season gets underway. Returning senior Kristin Nordstrom will be taking over the
No. 1 singles spot and junior Mary Napier will
move into the No. 2 spot. Khoor is sitting at the
third spot and senior Ashley Reyher is No. 4.
Nordstrom and Reyher were selected as team
co-captains and have played a huge part in motivating the Dukes this season.
"Having two really strong captains with
leadership ability is amazing," Malerba said.
"They do a really good job of keeping the team
in line and motivated."
While the team is constantly working on improving its game, Malerba said that the team is
playing the best tennis it's ever played.
"We're excited about the rest of the season,"
Malerba said. "We're coming off of a reallv good
year, and there are people on the team that are
used to beating certain schools."
With an 11-2 record last season, JMU will
again be thrown into the mix with Delaware
and North Carolina-Wilmington — two of the
Dukes' biggest rivals. Madison downed Delaware last season in a convincing 6-1 win, and
the regular season match with Wilmington was
canceled due to rain. However, the Dukes and
Seahawks met in the Colonial Athletic Association tournament and the fourth-ranked Seahawks beat the fifth-ranked Dukes 4-0 in the
quarterfinals.
"There's always a battle in the middle with
Wilmington, Delaware and ourselves," Malerba
said. "It's a rivalry for who will come in before
who."
In addition to the mix in the middle, newcomer Georgia State will play in its first
see TENNIS, page 16

Dukes to host
Patriots Friday
JMU looks to
stay undefeated
at Convo
BY JAMES IRWIN
Sf.VIOR WRITIR

Kenny Brooks isn't easily
satisfied when it comes to the
|MU women's basketball team.
But the way ~
the I Hikes art- WO-Wetl'S

;j,r>'- „;::;: Basketball
stretch,
the Friday
fourth-year GMUatJMU
coach might 7pm
be
loosen- convocatwr.
ing up just a Ctnt#r

little.
"1 feel great about this
team," Brooks said Tuesday
afternoon. "They believe in
their goals."
At the start of the season.
Brooks and the Dukes, just like
11 other Colonial Athletic Association teams, set down the goal
of winning a conference championship and with it, a ticket to
the NCAA tournament.
Now, with five games left
in the regular season, many
of those teams have seen that
lofty goal dim — some have
watched it downright disintegrate. But the 18-4 Dukes still
nave their eye on the prize.
'There's optimism for a lot
of teams at the beginning of the
season," Brooks said. "We still
believe we're capable of achieving what we set out to do — win
a conference championship."
Their current
winning
streak doesn't hurt the cause.
Since their 9-point loss to Old

Dominion four weeks ago, to come out and play tough."
the Dukes have reeled off sixThe Dukes know tough.
straight wins. They're 10-0 at They exorcised a few ghosts
home and the early season last weekend by beating
optimism is now replaced
Drexel at Daskalakis Center
with realistic expectations.
for the first lime in program
"We understand our goals." history. The Dragons dragged
Brooks said. "We know we have the Dukes through a slow, mea bull's-eye on our back and ev- thodical first half and led 29eryone is giving us their best shot.
18 at the intermission before
We have to take these games one IML' junior center Meredith
at a time and
Alexis
took
give our best
over the game
shot back at
in the second
them."
period.
Brooks
"In the secshouldn't
ond half we
need much
CornV Overall
pressed them
of a pep talk
and
turned
OW Dominion
12-0,14-7
to fire up
things up a
JMU
10-3, 18-4
the Dukes
bit,"
Brooks
for Friday
Hofstra
said,
"and
9-4, 14-8
night's
Meredith had
Delaware
9-4, 17-5
home game
a stretch where
William & Mary
8-5, 12-10
against
she was just
Ceorge Maunstoppable."
UNC-W
7-6, 13-9
son.
The
Alexis finDmxtJ
5-8,10-12
Patriots
ished with 12
have
won
George Mason
points — all in
5-8,9-13
four of their
the second half.
VCU
4-9, 11-11
last five, inShe
followed
Towson
cluding
a
3-10.8-14
that with a ca67-65 overreer-high
31
Northeastern
3-10.7-15
time
victwo days later
Georgia State
2-10.7-14
tory against
against Towson
Hofstra two
as the Dukes
weeks ago.
blew out the TiIn an ingers 87-53.
ter-state rivalry game. Brooks
"She's
been
playing
knows the Patriots would like great." Brooks said. "She just
nothing more than to walk into went out and made herself
the Convocation Center and available and we did a great
break JML's six-game surge job getting her the ball."
and perfect home record.
The Dukes finished the
'The records don't matter."
game with 27 assists and only
Brooks said. "Its lames Madi- five turnovers. Brooks called
son and George Mason. They're it their best performance of
AARON SOBEUflle photo
Coming off a couple of road the season.
Sophomore forward Tamera Young shoote against Towaon's
wins and we're going to have
JMU and GMU tip off at 7pm defense. The Dukea tamed the Tigers 87-53 Sunday at Towaon.

Women's Basketball
CAA Standings

Sept. 9at Appalachian Stale
Sept. 16Open
Sept. 23Northeastern
Sept. 30at Virginia Military
Oct. 7Rhode Island
Oct. 14-

Men's tennis falls to W&M JMU basketball's James
Monday in conference play named Rookie of the Week
Dukes don't win a
set against nationally ranked Tribe

at New Hampshire
Oct. 21Wilham & Mary
(Homecoming)
Oct. 28at Richmond
Nov.4DHaware
Nov. 11at Villanova
Nov. 18
at Towson

WILLIAMSBURG — The JML
men's tennis team fell to67th-ranked
William & Mary Feb. 13 at the McC ormack-Nagelsen Tennis Center.
The 2005 Colonial Athletic Association champions William & Marv

shut out the Dukes rr

-

7-0inJML'sseventh Mdll
match of the season. TAnnic
William & Mary, one '""'"*
of (he two CAA teams to represent the
conference in the NCAA tournament,
won all three doubles matches to take
the first point of the match
JMU sophomore Carlin Camp-

bell and sophomore Jesse Tarr lost
in No. 1 doubles 8-5. Junior Brian
Clay and senior John Snead lost on
court two with the same score.
In singles action. No. 1 Jesse Tarr
lost to William 4 Mary'sColin O'Brien
6-3, 6-1. JMU senior John Snead was
defeated by the Tribe's Alex Cojannu
in the day's longest singles match.
Junior Brian Clay rounded out the
Dukes' top three, and lost in straight
sets, 6-2. 6-3, to the Tribe's Matt Rubonstein.
The 2-5 Dukes hit the court again
Feb. IK when they travel to Washington, D.C.. to take on Howard. From
there JMU will travel to Richmond
to play March I Madison hosts Radford March 4 at 1 p.m. in its Brit
home match of the season.

— from staff reports

Freshman honored
for fourth time in
rookie season
JMU basketball's freshman forward
Juwann James was named the Colonial
\lhletic \ssociatum's Rookie of the Week

for the fourth time this —
season Monday afternoon for the week end-

ingFebm

MOffl S
D.a.LAiL.11

Basketball

James leads Madison with a season
average of 13 4 points per game and 7 4
rebounds per game.
lames had 13pointsand six rebounds in
JMU's second win of the season last week
against Towson at the Convocation C 'enter
In the conference, James is ranked
No. 13 in scoring and No. 11 in re-

bounds. He also is tied for first in the
league in offensive rebounds.
Despite the Dukes 5-18 record, James
had played a major role in Ux- wins that
JMU nas had this season.
The Dukes traveled to Northeastem (13-10 overall,
9-6 CAA) to play
for the first time in
Matthews
Arena
Wednesday evening.
Last time the two
teams met the Huskies defeated the
Dukes 86-83 back on
Dec. 3.
JMU's last home *■■
game of the season is Feb. 23 against the
2005 CAA champions. Old Dominion

- from staff reports

Go lo www.iliebree:r.orK/cla.s.\ifieils to post to read classifieds and more! I

CLASSIFIED
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TOWNIIOtlSK.

UT

MARRIED COUn I to Dn and wort,
at local business Husband will have part

good condition. AC. available 7/1 or

player,

time rciponMhilitv Wife with full time

8/17. No pats. $410. (540) 433-1569

well

ONE

APARTMENT.

BEDROOM

Close

lo

campus,

3-

Hcdnxim. 2 5 Balh, furnished. Washer/

MOVING/LIVING OFF CAMPUS? Go
to web jmu edu/ocl/listings.htm, JMU's

Madison Square SI95/month 578-0510

official

2BATH.
yard
llburj

after

9pm

washer/dryer.
J975/moolh.

(540)

433-2271

PONTIAC

GRAND

AM

tun roof, one owner, clean.
maintained
or

$1,990.

contact

(math dept I

Call

John

540Adams

568-6614 on tucVthurs

IELP WANTEDI

Great for

advertising sublets, rentals(434)817-0721
ASHBY

CROSSING-RENT

APT

IBARTENIMNG!

ROOM Avail. May I. Female $335/mo.

No

+ mil . w/ pool. gym. prkg Walk/bike to

provided

$250/day

experience

potential

necessary Training

<800»965-6520

Appliances

2-spots

$250-325
Spring

Summer

and

semesters

RENTALS Go lo www ifoundthis net

available.

Sheridan Real Estate (540) 433-7325

or

703-582-8859

ROOM

TO

Pheasant

SUBLEASE

Run-$3I5-

March

351
/August

HOUSES: 5BR 12 South Avc/ 3BR

-studenl-guy-petsOK-internct.

Harrison/

Call
Shawn:703593808l;email:
valnoral(fliadb.org(540)
879-2951

Ohio/

3BR
433-2126

Townhouse
(540)

205

433-2126

wanted
"Will

THE

in

SUN!

North

Myrtle

train."

Apply

Lifeguards

no

www nsbslifcguards com

LIFEGUARDS A POOL SUPERVISORS
Premier Aquatics

is

Lifeguards.

accepting

Supervisors around the Northern VA area

Rent $330/

Lifeguard certification*

until August 4, 2006
Apartment.

North

BATHROOM
High,

available

mo,

with

Kathy

incentive

lease,

$510/month

LAROE I BEDROOM APARTMENT.
Great
location.
almost
new.
washer/dryer,
immediate
on

dishwasher,

availability

8/17(06.

$535.

or
(540)

no

pets,

available
433-1569

the

Bulldo/er*. Backhoes.
Loaders. Dump Trucks,
Graders, Scrapers.
Excavators
Train in Virginia
Next Class: Nov. 7(h
•National Certification
•Financial Assistance
-Job Placement Assistance
800-383-7364
Associated 1 raining Services
www. astn-schoo I s. com

Outer

and

an

employment

application

SENIOR to work part time immediately.
and

full

are

Pool

applicant

time

upon

furnished

graduation
to

qualified

and telephone skills.

Position ideal for

be

desired

(540)

433-1234

si PPORI

AM)

required.

(304) 344-1060

visit our website to complete an online

IRAININGChariottesville.VA.companv

application at www premier-* I1.com. For

seeks highly motivated individual to

more information or to set up an interview

support clients using medical software

please call our HR department at (703)426-

Knowledge of computers required and

1406.

training, teaching, or coaching experience

WWW

PREMIER4M

COM

CUf«(rW,d.u«»rH

utHT
TRAVEL
SERVICES

SERVICES

student lo be married soon, as a couple
would

Sell Trips, Earn Cash, Co Free!
Now Hiring On-campus Reps

Must have computer, sales

SOFIWARI

FOR SALE

828-0464

WORK ON

'■"..Mr

YOGA: Want to understand the poses,
not just do them'.' New sessions sun
February 23 and March 6 www
agoodstrctch.com. (5401-432- YOG A

Hate your

roommates?
Need new ones?

|

TRAVEL

I'o-i ;i classified
lo gel rid ol your room!!
( ill lo
H wwjhehn < ejirn i hissifieth

|

preferred Medical and 40IK included
TWIN

BED

FOR

SALE

condition.Mattress

and

incl

(434)

$40

OBO

Good

boxspnngs
489-5566

ACAC

Summer

Charlottesvilie,

VA

Camp
is

looking

in

Email resume to resumesfu hcalihdatascrv

for

ices com No summer positions available

Haw a,,«.

CANCUN
ACAPUU0
JAMAICA
•BAHAMAS
HOKIDA

1-800-796-6567

however training is available. Please

8/06.
Includes refrigerator, stove.
Unfurnished, Water Included. Small
Group

recording

Call

offered.

if interested

for

now

immediately

i

hour

Apartment

lownhomcs

BEDROOM.

24

Beach.

experience.

Managers, Swim Instructors and Area

2

IIMM

materials Guaranteed' Free Information

www.mworth.com for more information
IN

applications

Available

Urn a.irln'i

1000 ENVELOPES- $5000 Receive $5

Now hiring for all positions Please visit

Lease buy out available in Foxhills

821-0464

Spring Break 2006: SunSplash Toars
The Expert) Running Spring llrcak
Since l**KH. Honest Destination- Higgest
Parties. Book your Trip at the Lowt
Price Prices from S204
www.sunsplashtours com
l-800-426-"1IO

nnnrnsm

I MIMOYMI M

Banks (Nags Head area) this summer

SHORT TERM RENTAL AVAILABLE

$650.

resume

online,

surveys

Distance. B> Grattan. Utilities included.
2/1/05

HEAVY EQUIPMENT
OPERATOR
TRAINING FOR

Business

Send

Ext2l2

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT. Walking
Available

preferred

GetPaidToThink .com

taking

www.
FUN

Fall/

background

LIVE AND
Make $75

LARGE
New

Must have computer.

office and marketing skills

i

for every envelope stuffed with our sales

stores, campus. 540-476-1432. Soozie.
ROOMATES
WANTED.
Townhouse Near Campus.

respomihilitiev

WANTED

to Box 2104. Harrisonburg, VA 22801

site for off-campus housing,

roommates, and furniture.

4BR.
lanjt

1996

939-4035

Drvcr I-room Hill available for female

291 CAMPBELL STREET available
June I. 2006 Yearly lease 433-6047

\www.thehreeze.org | THURSDAY, FEB. 16, 2006115

green, t-6, I49K, AT air radio, tape

I \Kt.l

FOR RENT

THE BRKEZE

NAGS
IILA1)
4.MOMII
Student
Summer
Rentals.
wabrce/ercally com (252) 255-6328

200

° CunP Counselors Call Sarah at
(434) 978-PLAY for more information

MADE BEFORE YOUR EYES IN
MERE MINUTES. EATEN AT WHATEVER
PACE YOU DEEM APPROPRIATE.

in gel rid of yourcrazj

roommate UHI;I\ '

MEXICAN GRILL
Ju»t big burrltot. Big flavors.' vrww.qdoba.com

We accept
Flex!
If you like fmh inaridtmtt and unique flavor combination*, you'll low Qdoba Mexican Grill
This un l ordinary Mexican lit foods you know, yrt with a n*lsf that s unforornabl* Best of all. it's all made
faff, fresh and noM in front of you Come on tn and J#« foryounalf What arc you taint to lava at Odofca?

m
SMALL CHIPS
& SALSA
With this coupon get a
small chips & salsa for

only $.99!

Gifhbc<

T
I
I
I
I
I

For catering and fundraising
call Jerilyn at (540) 564-1515
Located across from the new Wal-Mart
In Harrisonburg Crossings Shopping Center
223 Burgess Rd.
540-564-1515
Open Daily 11am - 10pm Sunday 11am - 9pm

BUY ONE,
GET ONE FREE.
Purchase any entree and get any
other entree of equal or lesser
value absolutely FREE!

4yo«W

MEXICAN GRILL
MEXICAN <.. KI L L
o>ibi u< fifiififM n«J<"u'l otQIoPa Bniauranf Corporation C20CH Mutt pnunt coupon mil | QdoUt a a rteuttrtd tn&tmork otQdoU Rtttourora Corporation CZOOt Man pmmi coupon with
oratr On* coupon pot fiWWlf Hot food with any cthtr offor VoM onl* ot pomctpaiina locitKcn;
orirr Oni coupon par cnttoatar Hcf oood with any fffc
r pamciponna. loconont
ufkrtmnm I2ll"05 »»0M0 10/OW
m -ffipirn 12/11*05 W*Q 1(V0S»

, Papa's Trio

'

I 3 Medium Pizzas, '
I Unlimited Toppings
I

$20.99
I
I

^

Also add two 20oz cokes
for only $1.99
Limited Delivery Area. Offer NOT
good with any other special.

EipiresFeh.18.2006

i

!

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
540 - 433 - PAPA
(7272)

i
1

|

Large

[

We accept Flex!

1-Topping Pizza |
for
i

Store Hours:
10:30am - 1:30am Mon - Thurs
10:30am - 3:30am Fri & Sat
10:30am - 12:30am Sunday

$8.99

'

Also add two 20oz cokes I
'
for only $1.99
•
I Limited Delivery Area. Offer NOT

^

good with any other special.

i

Expires Feb. 18,2006

j

Why call? ORDER ONLINE

www.papajohns.com
For Catering & Fundraising call
Chris (540)255-1813
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SCHEDULE: JMU
football finalizes
2006 schedule

TENNIS:
Dukes willtravel to Ha.
for matches

54 III IWLE, from page 14

to make the playoffs |.IM MttOfl after four
loams made the cut in 2004.
I wo out of the last three national champions have been out of the Atlantic 10," Matthews said "It we had been the Colonial, two
out of three last national champions would've
come out of the Colonial. It gave the A-10 a
national profile and it will give the Colonial
the same recognition."
In 2007 and 2008. the out-of-conference
schedule adds two Division l-A teams. In
2007. the Dukes head to Chapel Hill, N.C,
to face North Carolina and in 2008, (ML visits Durham. N.C, to challenge Duke. Also in
the \CAA will permit a 12-game schedule for l-AA teams for the first time.
I he last time Madison played a l-A opponent was in 2004 when it lost to West Virginia
in Morganlown, VV Va. Before that, the Dukes
played Virginia Tech (2003 and 1999), Maryland (1996) and Ball State (1997).
"The combination of strong, regional Division l-AA programs, in-state opponents and

V II ^
JflS

TENNIS, from page 14

KYLE COLEM AN fiU photo
Junior quarterback Justin Rascatl will return next season to lead the Dukes. The 7-4 Dukes will play 2005
D-l AA national champion Appalachian State In N.C. and will host William & Mary for HomecomJnf.

nearby |Atlantic Coast Conference! foes provides the
balance we're seeking in our non-conference schedules," Bourne said. "Our league schedules are as com-

petitive as any in the nation in the Division l-AA."
JMU opens spring practice March 30 with the
spring game scheduled for April 22.

season in the CAA; however, the
Dukes and Panthers will not meet
in head-to-head competition this
season.
While Malerba believes Georgia State will strengthen the conference and be a tough competitor, the Dukes will focus on their
own opponents this season. JML
will host six home matchet and
will travel to Orlando, Fta., over
Spring Break to play four matches,
including one against conference
opponent Old Dominion.
JMU's first home matches of
the season are March 21 and March
22 against Liberty and American
at 2:30 p.m. at the Hillside tennis
courts.

Vou'vc tanned with the rest,
fir jk *J§J* j£t >* *J0 4A
now come tan with the bos. %*/ CP'fW^W'fP^

Are you ready for
Spring Break?

*£&

serve y°ttl

Tan until
March 3
'•'*;:
BSE
13581
^ for only $25!
QUHBaBB

Competitive Pricing with the area's < leanest salon and most friendly service.

243 Neff Avenue

www.tanniniftruth.com

540-438-8267

HIT TOUR TARGET!
Pna^Uc&e<l it
24 Jiaun.
MaitUencutce.

Aute&ome

Come checJc out your
opportunities at the

UR2C JOB FAIR

SetUatiuud Pantie*
at Uie QLMluuUe

February 20, 2006
5:00 - 7:00 pm in the
UREC Atrium.

www. jmu. edu/fcreation

x8B734

We Still Pcuf, Jo* Ifowi
plto*te, Qalle, and ZtU&uud!

Ashby Crossing, 1191 Devon Lane, Harrisonburg, VA, 22801,
432-1001, www.ashbycrosslng.com

